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Contact integral geometry and the Heisenberg algebra

DMITRY FAIFMAN

Generalizing Weyl’s tube formula and building on Chern’s work, Alesker reinterpreted
the Lipschitz–Killing curvature integrals as a family of valuations (finitely additive
measures with good analytic properties), attached canonically to any Riemannian
manifold, which is universal with respect to isometric embeddings. We uncover a
similar structure for contact manifolds. Namely, we show that a contact manifold
admits a canonical family of generalized valuations, which are universal under contact
embeddings. Those valuations assign numerical invariants to even-dimensional
submanifolds, which in a certain sense measure the curvature at points of tangency to
the contact structure. Moreover, these valuations generalize to the class of manifolds
equipped with the structure of a Heisenberg algebra on their cotangent bundle. Pursu-
ing the analogy with Euclidean integral geometry, we construct symplectic-invariant
distributions on Grassmannians to produce Crofton formulas on the contact sphere.
Using closely related distributions, we obtain Crofton formulas also in the linear
symplectic space.
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3042 Dmitry Faifman

1 Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Intrinsic volumes first appeared in convex geometry through Steiner’s formula: given
a compact convex body K � Rn , vol.KC �Bn/D

Pn
kD0 !n�k�k.K/�

n�k , where
Bj is the unit Euclidean ball in Rj and !j is its volume. The coefficient �k.K/, the
kth intrinsic volume, can be written explicitly for smooth K as

�k.K/D cn;k

Z
@K

�n�1�k.�1; : : : ; �n�1/ dAreaK ;

where �j are the principal curvatures of @K . Alternatively, �k.K/ can be given by
integral–geometric Crofton formulas: �k.K/D c0n;k

R
AGrn�k.Rn/

�.K\E/ dE, where
dE is the rigid motion-invariant measure on the affine Grassmannian, and � is the Euler
characteristic. A third, axiomatic, definition was given by Hadwiger, who described
the intrinsic volumes as the unique rigid motion-invariant, continuous, finitely additive
measures on compact convex sets.

A closely related famous result is Weyl’s tube formula [54]. It asserts that the volume
of an �–tube around a Riemannian manifold M embedded isometrically in Euclidean
space RN is a polynomial in � � 1, whose coefficients are, remarkably, intrinsic
invariants of the Riemannian manifold M, independent of the isometric embedding.
These coefficients, now known as the intrinsic volumes of M, are intimately linked
with the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel; see Donnelly [27].

These results fall naturally in the domain of valuations on manifolds, a fairly young
branch of valuation theory introduced by Alesker [4; 5; 6] and Alesker and Fu [10; 11],
the last being a survey. Valuation theory itself is a mixture of convex and integral
geometry, originating in the early 20th century in works of Steiner, Blaschke, Chern and
Santalo, as well as in Dehn’s solution to Hilbert’s third problem. Generally speaking,
valuations are finitely additive measures on some family of nice subsets. In this
note, there is typically some analytic restriction on the nature of the valuation, such
as smoothness or smoothness with singularities, and the subsets are manifolds with
corners or differentiable polyhedra.

Building on results of Chern, Alesker noticed a natural extension of Weyl’s theorem
for valuations: restricting to M the intrinsic volumes of RN, (considered as valua-
tions), yields an intrinsically defined family of valuations on M, now known as the
Lipschitz–Killing valuations. Weyl’s intrinsic volumes of M are then the integrals of
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the corresponding valuations. In recent work, Fu and Wannerer [30] characterized the
Lipschitz–Killing valuations as the unique family of valuations attached canonically
(in a sense made precise therein) to arbitrary Riemannian manifolds that are universal
to isometric embeddings.

Other spaces whose (smooth) valuation theories were considered in recent years include
complex space forms — see Bernig and Fu [20] and Bernig, Fu and Solanes [21] — the
quaternionic plane — see Bernig and Solanes [22; 23] — the octonionic plane — see
Bernig and Voide [24] — and exceptional spheres; see Solanes and Wannerer [51].

Numerous intriguing connections between convex and symplectic geometries are known
to exist. To name a few: Viterbo’s conjectured isoperimetric inequality for capacities
of convex bodies [53], was later shown by Artstein-Avidan, Karasev and Ostrover to
imply Mähler’s famous conjecture [15]. Capacities have been successfully studied
up to a bounded factor using convex techniques; see Artstein-Avidan, Milman and
Ostrover [16] and Gluskin and Ostrover [32]. Álvarez Paiva and Balacheff [13] and
Álvarez Paiva, Balacheff and Tzanev [14] establish links between systolic geometry,
contact geometry, Mähler’s conjecture and the geometry of numbers. Schäffer’s dual
girth conjecture for normed spaces has been proved by Álvarez Paiva using symplectic
techniques [12], and generalized further by Faifman [28] using hamiltonian group
actions. In a recent work of Abbondandolo, Bramham and Hryniewicz [1], some
links are established between the geometry of the group of symplectomorphisms and
systolic geometry of the 2–sphere. For an exposition of some of those connections,
see Ostrover [44].

The main objective for this work is to further explore the convex-symplectic link by
studying the valuation theory of contact manifolds, using the Riemannian case and
Weyl’s principle as guides.

1.2 Informal summary

We find that like in the Riemannian setting, contact manifolds possess a canonical
family of valuations associated to them. We describe those valuations in two ways:
geometrically through a curvature-type formula, and also dynamically through the
invariants of a certain vector field at its singular points.

The contact valuations satisfy Weyl’s principle of universality under embeddings,
similarly to the valuation extension of the Weyl principle. Let us emphasize the role
played by valuations in this phenomenon: It so happens that contact valuations only
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assume nonzero values on even-dimensional submanifolds, while they live on odd-
dimensional contact manifolds. Thus unlike the Riemannian case, Weyl’s principle in
the contact setting is only manifested in its extended to valuations form, as the statement
in the original form becomes vacuous: all integrals of the contact valuations vanish.

Contact valuations are in fact an instance of a natural collection of valuations associated
to the larger class of manifolds whose cotangent spaces admit a smoothly varying
structure of Heisenberg algebras. The Heisenberg algebra provides a unifying link
between contact, symplectic and metric geometries.

This path leads us to consider the valuation theory of the dual Heisenberg algebra,
invariant under the group of the automorphisms of the Heisenberg algebra, which is
closely related to the symplectic group. From this perspective, this is another step
in the study of the valuation theory of noncompact Lie groups, which up to now
has only been considered for the indefinite orthogonal group by Alesker, Bernig and
Faifman [9; 19; 29], and in a somewhat different framework for the special linear group;
see Ludwig and Reitzner [41; 40].

Further similarity to the metric setting is exhibited by the contact sphere, where we prove
Crofton formulas and a Hadwiger-type theorem, thus establishing an integral–geometric
and an axiomatic description of the contact valuations.

Finally, in the last part we explore the valuation theory of linear symplectic spaces. We
show that there are no nontrivial invariant valuations, but nevertheless one can write
oriented Crofton formulas for the symplectic volume of submanifolds.

1.3 Main results

Let us very briefly recall or indicate the relevant notions. For precise definitions see
Sections 2 and 3.

A contact manifold M 2nC1 is given by a maximally nonintegrable hyperplane distri-
bution, namely a smooth field of tangent hyperplanes H � TM such that locally one
can find ˛ 2�1.M/ with H D Ker.˛/ and d˛jH a nondegenerate 2–form.

A smooth valuation � on an orientable manifold M n , written � 2 V1.M/, is a
finitely additive measure on the compact differentiable polyhedra of M, denoted
by P.M/, which has the form �.X/D

R
X �C

R
N�X ! for some forms � 2�n.M/

and ! 2�n�1.S�M/. Here S�M is the cosphere bundle, and N �X is the conormal
cycle of X, which is just the conormal bundle when X is a manifold. Orientability is
not essential, and is only assumed to simplify the exposition.
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There is a natural filtration W1n .M/ � � � � � W10 .M/ D V1.M/. Very roughly
speaking, W1j .M/ consists of valuations which are locally homogeneous of degree at
least j , for example W1n .M/ are the smooth measures on M.

The generalized valuations V�1.M/ are, roughly speaking, distributional valuations:
we allow ! and � to be currents rather than smooth forms. Generalized valuations can
be naturally evaluated on sufficiently nice subsets X 2 P.M/. The filtration W1j .M/

on V1.M/ extends to a filtration W�1j .M/ on V�1.M/.

Theorem 1.1 To any contact manifold M 2nC1 with contact distribution H � TM
there are canonically associated , linearly independent generalized valuations �M

2k
2

V�1.M/ for 0� k � n. They have the following properties:

(i) �M0 is the Euler characteristic , and �M
2k
2W�1

2k
.M/ nW�1

2kC1
.M/.

(ii) �M
2k

can be naturally evaluated on submanifolds in generic position relative to
the contact structure (see Definition 4.10). For a generic closed hypersurface F ,

�M2k .F /D
X

TpFDHp

�M2k .F; p/;

where the local contact area �M
2k
.F; p/ only depends on the germ of F at p .

It is described explicitly below in equations (1) and (2).

(iii) Universality to restriction under embedding If i W N 2mC1 ! M 2nC1 is a
contact embedding , then for k �m one has i��M

2k
D �N

2k
.

(iv) For a 2k–dimensional submanifold in general position F, �M
2k
.F / � 0, with

equality if and only if there are no contact tangent points.

(v) The space of generalized valuations on M invariant under all contactomorphisms
of M is spanned by .�M

2k
/n
kD0

.

Remark 1.2 The universality with respect to embeddings is sometimes referred to as
the Weyl principle. Thus we recover a Weyl principle in the contact setting.

The local contact areas �M
2k
.F; p/ can be given explicitly in two different ways, through

a geometric or a dynamical approach.

� From a dynamical point of view, �M
2k
.F; p/ encodes the invariants of the lin-

earized vector field B 2 X .F / representing the characteristic foliation. While
there are many such vector fields, there is a distinguished choice, to linear order,
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at the critical points: choose an arbitrary contact form ˛ near p and let B be
given by d˛jF .B; �/D ˛jF . One then has

(1) �M2k .F; p/D
tr
V2n�2k

dpB

jdet dpBj
:

� From a geometric point of view,

(2) �Mk .F; p/D
�2n
k

�
jdet.S � h/j�1D.S � hŒ2n� k�; J Œk�/:

Here D denotes the mixed discriminant,

J D

�
0 �In
In 0

�
;

S is the second fundamental form of F at p , and h the second fundamental
form of the contact distribution at p (see Definition 4.20), both written with
respect to a frame compatible with the contact structure in a natural way at p ;
see Definition 4.7. Thus they are reminiscent of (certain symmetric functions of)
the principal radii of an embedded hypersurface in a Riemannian manifolds. This
point of view is applicable in the wider setting of DH manifolds, as described
below.

We may extend �2k to a nonnegative lower-semicontinuous functional on all 2k–
dimensional submanifolds with boundary, denoted by CA2k.F /, the contact area of F .
We observe that CA2k.F /D 0 if and only if F can be made nowhere tangent to the
contact distribution by an arbitrarily small perturbation.

In Riemannian or Hermitian manifolds, a fair amount of the valuation theory appears
already in the corresponding flat space, which can be thought of as the tangent space
to the given manifold. In the contact setting, it is no longer true: the tangent space of a
contact manifold does not itself inherit a contact structure.

The main observation guiding this paper is that every cotangent space of a contact
manifold is canonically the Heisenberg Lie algebra. We are thus led to study the
valuation theory of general manifolds with such structure.

Definition 1.3 A manifold X equipped with a hyperplane distribution H (called
horizontal) and a smooth field of nowhere-degenerate forms

! 2 �1
�
X;
V2
H�x ˝ .TxX=Hx/

�
will be called a dual Heisenberg (DH) manifold.
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The space of valuations naturally associated to such manifolds turns out to resem-
ble somewhat the Lipschitz–Killing space of valuations in Riemannian geometry; in
particular, they exhibit universality with respect to embeddings.

Theorem 1.1 is then the contact instance of the following general result:

Theorem 1.4 To any DH manifold M 2nC1 with horizontal distribution H � TM
there are canonically associated generalized valuations �M

k
2W�1

k
.M/ for 0�k�2n.

They have the following properties:

(i) �M0 is the Euler characteristic , and �M
2k
2W�1

2k
.M/ nW�1

2kC1
.M/.

(ii) �M
k

can be naturally evaluated on submanifolds in generic position with respect
to the horizontal distribution. For a generic closed hypersurface F ,

�Mk .F /D
X

TpFDHp

�Mk .F; p/;

where �M
k
.F; p/ only depends on the germ of F at p .

(iii) If i W N 2mC1!M 2nC1 is a DH embedding , then i��M
k
D �N

k
for k � 2m.

The local contact areas �M
k
.F; p/ are given by the same curvature-type formula (2) as

in the contact case.

As an intermediate step of independent interest, we obtain a Hadwiger-type theorem
for the dual Heisenberg algebra itself. We denote by U D R2nC1 the dual of the
Heisenberg Lie algebra h2nC1 , and by SpH .U / its automorphism group.

Theorem 1.5 It holds that Val�1.U /SpH .U / consists of even valuations. For 0�k�n,
Val�12kC1.U /

SpH .U / D f0g while dim Val�12k .U /
SpH .U / D 1. The corresponding Klain

sections are zero-order distributions (that is , regular Borel measures).

We also consider SpCH .U /, the connected component of the identity. We prove:

Theorem 1.6 For 0�k�n, Val�12kC1.U /
SpCH .U /Df0g and dimVal�12k .U /

SpCH .U /D2.
In the latter space, the SpH .U /–invariant valuations are complemented by a one-
dimensional space of odd valuations.

We then consider the standard contact sphere S2nC1 , which we identify with the
oriented projectivization PC.V / of a symplectic space V D .R2nC2; !/. We construct
a canonical distribution �! 2M�1.Gr2k.V //Sp.V / . We obtain the following Crofton
formulas, establishing further common ground with the Riemannian setting.
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Theorem 1.7 Define for 0 � i � n the generalized valuations  2i on S2nC1 given
by the Crofton formula

 2i WD

Z
Gr2nC2�2i .V /

�.�\E/ d�!.E/:

Then for certain explicit constants cnij one has

 2i D

nX
jDi

cnij�2j :

We also establish a Hadwiger-type theorem for the contact sphere.

Theorem 1.8 Both .�2k/nkD0 and . 2k/nkD0 are bases of V�1.S2nC1/Sp.2nC2/ .

Finally, we find that while symplectic space and manifolds do not possess interesting
invariant valuations, one can nevertheless write certain integral geometric formulas for
symplectic volumes of manifolds. We construct a canonical distribution on the affine
oriented Grassmannian x�! 2M�1.AGrC

2k
.R2n// which is translation-invariant and

Sp.2n/–invariant, and odd to orientation reversal. We prove the following Crofton
formula on symplectic linear space:

Theorem 1.9 Let F 2k �R2n be a C 1 compact, oriented submanifold with boundary.
Then Z

F

!k D .�1/�
�n
k

��2n
2k

��1 .2n� 1/�
2�C1

Z
AGrC

2n�2k
.R2n/

I.E; F / d x�!.E/;

where � Dmin.k; n� k/ and I is the oriented intersection index.

Plan of the paper

In Section 2 we introduce notation and present the basic geometric facts we will use.
In Section 3 we recall the basics of valuation theory and prove some lemmas we will
need. In Section 4 we construct the canonical valuations on general DH manifolds
and establish their universality to embeddings, proving Theorem 1.4. We also explore
some geometric properties of those valuations. In Section 5 we classify the translation-
invariant valuations of the dual Heisenberg algebra, proving Theorems 1.5 and 1.6, and
note their relation to gaussian curvature. Apart from its intrinsic interest, the linear
classification is needed for the uniqueness statement in Theorem 1.1, as well as for
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Theorem 1.8. In Section 6 we specialize the DH valuations to contact manifolds and
prove Theorem 1.1. In particular, we give the dynamical description of the contact
valuations. In Section 7 we construct symplectic-invariant distributions on linear and
affine Grassmannians in symplectic space, which are used in the subsequent two
sections. In Section 8 we consider the standard contact sphere. We produce Crofton
formulas for �2k that are invariant under Sp.V /, proving Theorems 1.7 and 1.8, and
compute some examples explicitly. We also bound from below the contact valuations of
a convex set. Finally, in Section 9, we study the integral geometry of linear symplectic
space, proving Theorem 1.9.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

We use �1 to denote the unit SO.n/–invariant measure on various homogeneous spaces
of the special orthogonal group. We write Grk.V / for the k–Grassmannian in V ,
GrC
k

for the oriented Grassmannian and AGr.C/ for the affine (oriented) Grassmannian.
K.V / is the set of compact convex subsets of V .

The one-dimensional space of real-valued Lebesgue measures over V is denoted by
Dens.V /. For a manifold M, j!M j denotes the line bundle of densities, whose fiber
over x 2M is Dens.TxM/. We will write M tr for the translation-invariant elements
of a module M over V . For a group G �GL.V /, G is the group generated by G and
all translations in V .

We will write ��1.M/ for the space of currents on M, since we typically consider
them as generalized differential forms.

Geometry & Topology, Volume 23 (2019)
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Throughout the note,

J D

�
0 �In
In 0

�
is the standard real form of

p
�1.

2.2 The symplectic group action on the Grassmannian

This subsection is the symplectic version of the corresponding section in [19], where
O.p; q/ is considered.

Let V D.R2n; !/ be a symplectic space. Let Xkr .V / for 0�r�� WD
�
1
2

min.k; 2n�k/
˘

be the orbits of Grk.V / under the real symplectic group Sp.V /, where

(3) Xkr .V /D fE 2 Grk.V / W dim Ker!jE Dmin.k; 2n� k/� 2rg:

When no confusion can arise we write simply Xkr . In the oriented Grassmannian
GrC
k
.R2n/, the double covers Xk;Cr of Xkr are orbits of Sp.V / when 0� r � � � 1.

For r D � , there are two possibilities: for even k , the double cover of Xk;C� splits into
two open orbits, denoted by Xk

˙
, corresponding to the different orientations induced

by ! on the subspace; for odd k , Xk;C� is a single orbit.

We use the same notation for the corresponding Sp.V /–orbits in the (oriented) affine
Grassmannian.

We will need a simple lemma from linear algebra, which is a linearized version of
Witt’s theorem.

Lemma 2.1 Take E 2 Xkr . Write E0 D E \E! . Let �0W E�˝ V=E! E�0 ˝E
�
0

denote the map �0.T /.x; y/D !.T x; y/. Then

TEX
k
r D fT W E! V=E j �0.T / 2 Sym2E�0 g:

Proof Clearly �0 is onto. Denote by �E W V
� ˝ V ! E� ˝ .V=E/ the natural

projection. Recall that sp.V /D fT 2 gl.V / W !.T x; y/D !.Ty; x/ for all x; y 2 V g.
We have to show that �Esp.V /D ��10 Sym2E�0 .

The inclusion �Esp.V / � ��10 Sym2E�0 is immediate. In the other direction, take
T W E! V=E such that �0T 2 Sym2E�0 . We should lift T to zT 2 sp.V /.

Choose any subspaces E 0 �E and E 00 �E! with E DE0˚E 0, E! DE0˚E 00.

Write �Dmin.k; 2n�k/, and note that dimE0D��2r . Then dimE 0Dk��C2r and
dimE 00D 2n�k��C2r , and they are both nondegenerate. Moreover, E 0˚E 00�V is
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a nondegenerate subspace of dimension 2n�2�C4r , and E0 is an isotropic subspace
of the nondegenerate space W WD .E 0˚E 00/! , and dimW D 2��4r . That is, E0�W
is a Lagrangian subspace. Fix a Lagrangian complementing space F �W such that
W DE0˚F . Then V DE 0˚E 00˚E0˚F .

Let T1 2Hom.E; V / be a lift of T such that T1.E 0/�E 00˚F , T1.E0/�E 00˚F˚E 0

and
!.� 0.T1x/; e/ WD !.Te; x/ for all x 2E0; e 2E 0;

where � 0.T1x/ is the E 0–component of T1x .

Note that ! gives identifications E�DE 0˚F , as well as .E˚E 00/�DE 0˚E 00˚F .
We extend T1 to a map T2 2 Hom.E˚E 00; V / by requiring T2.E 00/�E 0˚F and

!.T2e
00; e/ WD !.T1e; e

00/ for all e00 2E 00; e 2E:

Note that !.T2e1; e2/D 0 for all e1; e2 2E 00.

Finally, we extend T2 to a map T 0 2 Hom.V; V / by requiring T 0.F /�E 0˚E 00˚F
and

!.T 0f; x/D !.T2x; f / for all x 2E˚E 00; f 2 F:

Again we have !.T 0f; f 0/D 0 for f; f 0 2F . Then T 0 2 sp.V / lifts T , as required.

Corollary 2.2 There is a natural identification of NEXkr with
V2
E�0 .

Proof We have

NEX
k
r D TE Grk.V /=TEX

k
r DE

�
˝ .V=E/=��10 Sym2E�0

D .E�0 ˝E
�
0 /=Sym2E�0 D

V2
E�0 :

Lemma 2.3 Fix L 2 PC.V /, and let ZL D fE 2 Grk.V / W L � Eg. Then ZL

intersects Xkr transversally for all r .

Proof Take E 2 ZL \Xkr ; let E0 D E \E! . Let AW E ! V=E be an arbitrary
linear map. We will find a representation A D A1CA2 with A1 2 TEZL (that is,
A1jL D 0) and A2 2 TEXkr . Fix l 2 L and write Al D vCE.

Case 1 (LšE0 ) We set A2jL WD AjL and A2jE0 D 0.

Case 2 (L�E0 and !.v;E0/D 0) Decompose E0DL˚F and set A2.l/D vCE
and A2.f /D 0 for all f 2 F .
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Case 3 (L � E0 and !.L;AL/ ¤ 0) Since !.l; v/ ¤ 0, we may decompose
E0 DE0\ v

! ˚L. We then set A2.l/D vCE and A2.x/D 0 for x 2E0\ v! .

Case 4 (L � E0 , !.v;E0/ ¤ 0 and !.L;AL/ D 0) Then we decompose E0 D
L˚F ˚Span.u/, where L˚F D v!\E0 and !.u; v/D 1. Choose w 2 V such that
!.w; l/D�1 and w 2 F ! . This is possible since l! ¤ F ! . Then set A2l D vCE
and A2f D 0 for f 2 F , and A2uD wCE.

In all cases, extend A2 arbitrarily to E. Thus in all cases, by Lemma 2.1, A2 2 TEXkr
and A1 WD A�A2 2 TEZL .

3 Valuation theory

3.1 Valuations on manifolds

For a manifold X, we let PX WD PC.T �X/ denote the oriented projectivization of its
cotangent bundle and � W PX!X the projection. PX has a canonical contact structure.
A form ! 2�.PX / that vanishes when restricted to the contact distribution is usually
called vertical. However, we will have several different notions of verticality, so we
will call such forms Legendrian.

Definition 3.1 We say that a form ! 2 �d .PX / has horizontal degree at least k ,
written degH ! � k , if !.v1; : : : ; vd / vanishes whenever d C 1� k of the vectors vj
are vertical, that is, tangent to the fiber of � W PX !X.

The following is a simple reformulation:

Lemma 3.2 f!2�.PX / WdegH !�kg is the ideal in �.PX / generated by ���k.X/.

Proof Assume !D
P
��!j ^�j , where !j 2�k.X/ and �j 2�d�k.PX /. Clearly

if v1; : : : ; vdC1�k are vertical vectors then ��!j ^ �j .v1; : : : ; vdC1�k; : : : /D 0.

For the opposite direction, let us choose a Riemannian structure on X. Then PX is
the sphere bundle on X. Fix coordinates dxj on TxX and d�j on T�SxX. Then
���k.X/ is spanned over C1.PX / by

˚V
i2I�

�dxi W jI jDk
	

. Assume degH !�k
and decompose ! D

P
I;J fIJ�

�dxI ^ d�J .

Assume a multi-index I appears in the sum with jI j<k , say I D .i1; : : : ; il/ with l <k ,
with corresponding J D .j1; : : : ; jd�l/. Let eH1 ; : : : ; e

H
n ; e

V
1 ; : : : ; e

V
n�1 be dual to

��dx1; : : : ; �
�dxn; d�1; : : : ; d�n�1 . Then d � l � d C 1 � k so, by assumption,

0D !.eHi1 ; : : : ; e
H
il
; eVj1 ; : : : ; e

V
jd�l

/D fIJ .x; �/, so fIJ D 0.
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Let M be a smooth manifold, which we assume oriented for simplicity of exposition,
and refer the reader to [5; 10] for the general case. Denote by P.M/ the compact
differentiable polyhedra of M. We remark that manifolds with corners are an example
of differentiable polyhedra, and refer to [5] for the definition of differentiable polyhedra.
The smooth valuations V1.M/ consist of functionals �W P.M/!R which can be
presented in the form �.X/ D

R
X �C

R
N�X ! for some forms � 2 �n.M/ and

! 2�n�1.PM /. Here N �X is the conormal cycle of X. It consists of codirections
� 2 PC.T �xM/ which are nonpositive on velocity vectors P.0/ 2 TxM of all curves
.t/ 2 X with x D .0/. The Euler characteristic � is an important example of a
smooth valuation. The smooth valuations over open subsets of X constitute a soft
sheaf over X ; see [5]. We denote the compactly supported valuations by V1c .M/, and
W1i;c.M/ WD V1c .M/\W1i .M/. We remark that whenever a valuation is evaluated
on a subset, the subset is assumed compact. There is a natural integration functionalR
M W V

1
c .M/! R which is essentially evaluation on M, but, more precisely, on a

sufficiently large compact set. Both V1.M/ and V1c .M/ inherit natural topologies
from the corresponding spaces of pairs of forms.

There is a natural filtration W1n .M/ � � � � � W10 .M/ D V1.M/, introduced by
Alesker [5]. We will use an equivalent description, which is the content of Corollary
3.1.10 of [5].

Definition 3.3 W1
k
.M/ consists of those valuations that can be represented by a pair

.!; �/ with degH ! � k .

In particular, W1n .M/ are just the smooth measures on M, denoted by M1.M/.

Alesker defined a product structure W1i .M/˝W1j .M/!W1iCj .M/ which turns
V1.M/ into a filtered algebra, whose unit is the Euler characteristic. It induces the
following Alesker–Poincaré duality:

Theorem 3.4 (Alesker [6]) The pairing W1i .M/ ˝W1n�i;c.M/ ! R given by
.�;  / 7! .� � /.M/ is nondegenerate.

The presentation of � 2V1.M/ by a pair of forms is not unique. There is an alternative
faithful description due to Bernig and Bröcker [18]. In the following, aW PM ! PM is
the antipodal map in every fiber, and D is the Rumin differential introduced in [49].
We recall that D! is the unique Legendrian form d.!C �/, where � 2�n�1.PM /
ranges over all Legendrian forms.
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Theorem 3.5 If � is represented by the pair .!; �/ 2�n�1.PM /��n.M/, then

(4) .T; C / WD .a�.D!C���/; ��!/ 2�
n.PM /�C

1.M/

is determined by � . They satisfy the relations dT D 0 and ��T D .�1/ndC, and T
is Legendrian. Moreover, any .T; C / with those properties corresponds to a valuation.

We refer to .T; C / as the defining currents of � (and often we refer just to T as
the defining current). The reason for this terminology will become evident once we
introduce generalized valuations.

The Alesker–Poincaré duality is easy to describe using the defining currents.

Theorem 3.6 (Bernig [17]) Let .!; �/ represent �1 , and let �2 have defining
current .T2; C2/. Then

(5)
Z
M

�1 ��2 D

Z
PM

!1 ^T2C

Z
M

C2�1:

Let us describe the filtration on V1.M/ through the defining currents.

Lemma 3.7 Let .T; C /2�n.PM /�C1.X/ be the defining current of � 2V1.M n/.
For 1� k � n, � 2W1

k
.M n/ if and only if C D 0 and degH T � k .

Proof Consider first k D n. If � 2 W1n .M/, we have C D 0 and T D ��� for
some � 2 �n.M/, which is clearly horizontal of degree at least n. In the other
direction, if degH T � n, it follows that T D f .�/��� for some � 2 �n.M/ and
f 2 C1.PM /. Now 0D dT D df ^���, that is df vanishes when restricted to the
vertical fiber, so f D ��f1 for some f1 2 C1.M/. Hence T D ��.f1�/, so � is
just the measure f1�.

Assume now 1� k � n� 1. Recall that by Alesker–Poincaré duality, � 2W1
k
.M/ if

and only if
R
M � � D 0 for all  2W1

nC1�k;c
.M/. Combining Definition 3.3 with

equation (5), we conclude that � 2W1
k
.M/ if and only if for all ! 2�n�1.PM / with

degH ! � nC 1� k and all � 2�n.M/, it holds that
R
M .��.! ^T /CC�/D 0.

Assume that C D 0 and degH T � k . Then, by Lemma 3.2, ! ^T D 0 for all ! as
above, and hence � 2W1

k
.M/.

In the other direction, assume � 2W1
k
.M/. Taking !D 0 and � arbitrary, we deduce

C D 0. It then follows that ��.! ^T /D 0, and since ! can have an arbitrarily small
support, also that ! ^T D 0 whenever degH ! � n� kC 1, so that degH T � k .
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The valuations that appear naturally in contact manifolds are not smooth. To formally
study them we will need the larger family of generalized valuations.

Definition 3.8 The generalized valuations V�1.M/ are the continuous dual of
V1c .M/, equipped with the weak topology.

A generalized valuation is uniquely determined by its defining current .T; C / 2
Dn�1.PM / �Dn.M/; see [8]. It can be an arbitrary pair of currents satisfying the
three properties: T is Legendrian, ��T D @C and @T D 0. If �2 2 V�1.M/ has
defining current .T2; C2/, it acts on smooth valuations �1 2 V1c .M/ represented by
forms .!1; �1/ through equation (5). We will write �2 D ŒT2; C2�, T2 D T .�2/ and
C2 D C.�2/.

Example 3.9 (1) Given X 2P.M/, the evaluation at X functional �X W V1.M/!

R is a generalized valuation with defining currents C D ŒŒX�� and T D ŒŒN �X��.

(2) A generalized valuation �1 can be represented by a pair of generalized forms
!1 2 �

n�1
�1 .PM / and �1 2 �

n
�1.M/. It acts on �2 D ŒT2; C2� 2 V1c .M/

through equation (5). It has defining currents given by T1 D a�.D!1C���1/
and C1 D ��!1 .

The filtration W1j .M/ on V1.M/ extends to a filtration W�1j .M/ on V�1.M/ by
taking W�1j .M/ to be the annihilator of W�1nC1�j;c.M/.

We refer to [36; 34] for the notion of the wavefront set of a distribution. Let us only
record that for an oriented submanifold X �M, WF.ŒŒX��/DN �X.

Definition 3.10 The wavefront WF.�/ of � 2 V�1.M/ is the pair of wavefront sets�
WF.T .�//;WF.C.�//

�
. When WF.C.�//D∅, we also write WF.�/DWF.T .�//.

Given a closed cone � � T �.PM / n 0, we let

V�1� .M/ WD f� 2 V�1.M/ WWF.T .�//� �; WF.C.�//D∅g:

It inherits a topology from Hörmander’s topology on the corresponding space of currents
Dn�1;�.PM /.

The Alesker–Poincaré duality extends to a pairing of generalized valuations, as long as
the wavefront sets are in good relative position. We will only need the following weak
version of Theorem 8.3 in [8].

For a subset T 2 T �PM , we write �T for its image under the antipodal map in every
cotangent space T �

x;�
T �.PM /. Define also T s WD T [ .�T /[ aT [ .�aT /.
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Theorem 3.11 Let �1; �2 � T �.PM / n 0 be closed cones and �j D �sj . Assume that
�1\�2 D∅. Then there is a jointly sequentially continuous pairing

V�1�1 .M/˝V�1�2 .M/!R

extending the Alesker–Poincaré duality on the dense subspaces of smooth valuations.

It follows that if � D ŒT; C � with C smooth, and X 2 P.M/ such that

WFŒŒN �X��\WF.T s/D∅;

then one can naturally evaluate �.X/ WD h�; �X i. In particular, if X; Y 2 P.M/ have
disjoint conormal cycles, one can evaluate

R
M �X ��Y . In all reasonable settings, the

result should equal �.X \ Y /. This was shown to be the case when X and Y are
transversal submanifolds with corners in [8, Theorem 6].

The Euler–Verdier involution � W V�1.M/! V�1.M/ was introduced by Alesker
in [5; 6]. It can be described through its action on the defining currents: �ŒT; C �D
Œ.�1/na�T; C �.

We will need the following simple lemma, which we use in the proof of Proposition 6.3.

Lemma 3.12 Take a generalized valuation � 2V�1.M n/ satisfying ��D .�1/nC1�
and C.�/ smooth. Assume that �.F /D 0 for all closed hypersurfaces F for which
N �.N �F / is disjoint from WF.�/. Assume moreover that M can be covered by
open charts U˛ Š Rn such that if K � U˛ is a smooth, strictly convex body, then
N �.N �@K/\WF.�/D∅. Then � D 0.

Proof As generalized valuations form a sheaf over M [6, Proposition 7.2.2], we may
assume M D U˛ DRn .

By [4], valuations of the form �.� �K/, where K is a convex body with smooth
support function and � 2M1c .Rn/, span a dense subspace in V1c .Rn/. It remains
dense if we only take strictly convex K . Fix such � and K .

By [6, Lemma 4.1.1] and approximating � by smooth valuations in the Hörmander
topology with the same Euler–Verdier eigenvalue, we have .�1/nC1�.K/D ��.K/D
.�1/n.�.K/��.@K//. By assumption, �.@K/D 0, and hence �.K/D 0. It follows
that

h�;�.��K/i D

�
�;

Z
Rn
�.�\ .KC x// d�.x/

�
D

Z
Rn
�.KC x/ d�.x/D 0;

concluding the proof.
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3.2 Translation-invariant valuations

We will need the following standard facts when we study valuations in the dual Heisen-
berg algebra in Section 5.

The space of smooth translation-invariant valuations Val1.Rn/ can be defined as
V1.Rn/tr . It is a Fréchet space. We will also consider generalized translation-invariant
valuations, Val�1.Rn/ WD V�1.Rn/tr .

The even/odd valuations are Val˙;˙1 which have eigenvalue ˙1 under the antipodal
map. The k–homogeneous valuations are those � 2 Val˙1 that have eigenvalue �k

under all rescalings of Rn by � > 0.

It is well known that Val�10 .Rn/ D Spanf�g, and by Hadwiger’s theorem [35],
Val�1n .Rn/D Spanfvolng. It follows from McMullen’s work [42] that Val˙1.Rn/DLn
kD0 Val˙1k .Rn/.

The line bundle over Grk.Rn/ whose fiber over E is Dens.E/ is called the Klain bundle.
The Klain map KlW ValC;1

k
! �1.Grk.V /;Dens.E// is given by Kl.�/.E/D �jE .

It is well defined by Hadwiger’s theorem, and injective by a theorem of Klain [37].
By [9], it admits an injective extension KlW ValC;�1

k
! ��1.Grk.V /;Dens.E//.

Dual to the Klain section is the Crofton map CrWM1.AGrn�k.V //tr! ValC;1
k

.V /,
given by Cr.�/.K/ D

R
AGrn�k.V /

�.E \K/d�.E/. It follows from Alesker’s irre-
ducibility theorem [2] that Cr is surjective. It was shown in [9] that it admits a surjective
extension CrWM�1.AGrn�k.V //tr! ValC;�1

k
.V /.

The relation to valuations on manifolds is as follows:

Theorem 3.13 [5] The quotient W1
k
.M/=W1

kC1
.M/ is naturally isomorphic to the

space �1.M;Val1k .TM// of smooth sections of the bundle with fiber Val1k .TxM/

over x 2M.

Consequently, by Alesker–Poincaré duality we have

W�1k .M/=W�1kC1.M/' .W1n�k.M/=W1n�kC1.M//� ' �1.M;Val1n�k.TM//�:

3.3 Crofton formulas on manifolds

Consider a double fibration
W

�

~~

�

  

Z X
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where � and � are proper and � �� W W !Z �X is a closed embedding. We view
Z as a space parametrizing a family of submanifolds yz WD ���1z �X, of dimension
dim yzD dimW �dimZ . Assume furthermore that the map Z!D.PX /, z 7! ŒŒN �yz��,
is smooth.

Given a distribution �2M�1.Z/, define the generalized valuation Cr.�/2 V�1.X/
by Cr.�/D �����, which is the Radon transform with respect to the Euler character-
istic of � in the terminology of Alesker [7]. Explicitly, for  2 V1c .X/,

hCr.�/;  i D
Z
Z

 .yz/ d�.z/:

Lemma 3.14 Let X be a manifold and � D Cr.�/ 2 V�1.X/ for � 2M�1.Z/.
Then � 2 W�1dimX�dimWCdimZ.X/ and �� D .�1/dimX�dimWCdimZ� , where � is
the Euler–Verdier involution.

Proof We use the Alesker–Poincaré duality: for every smooth, compactly supported
 2 W1dimW�dimZC1.X/, it holds that h ;Cr.�/i D

R
Z  .yz/ d�.z/ D 0. Now [6,

Proposition 7.3.2] implies the first statement. For the second statement, simply note
that the defining current of � is given by

R
Z ŒŒN

�yz�� d�.z/.

4 Dual Heisenberg manifolds

4.1 Geometric preliminaries

Recall that the Heisenberg algebra is R2nC1 whose Lie bracket is given on the standard
basis by Œei ; eiCn�D e2nC1 for 1� i � n, and Œei ; ej �D 0 for all i < j ¤ iCn. The
center of the algebra is thus Z WD Span.e2nC1/.

The dual Heisenberg algebra U 2nC1 is R2nC1 , equipped with a distinguished hyper-
plane H �U, and ! 2

V2
H�˝U=H is a nondegenerate (twisted) form. Let us justify

this terminology.

Lemma 4.1 The space U � is naturally the Heisenberg Lie algebra.

Proof Write ZD .U=H/�DH?�U � . There is a Z–valued symplectic form on the
quotient U �=Z DH� : we may consider ! as the isomorphism H 'H�˝ .U=H/,
or equivalently H� ' H ˝ .U=H/� , which is a nondegenerate bilinear form !� 2

.H ˝H/˝ .U=H/� , which is clearly antisymmetric, that is, !� 2
V2
.U �=Z/�˝Z .

The Lie bracket Œx; y� WD !�.xCZ; y CZ/ then defines on U � a Heisenberg Lie
algebra structure with center Z .
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Definition 4.2 A manifold X equipped with a hyperplane distribution H and a smooth
field of nowhere-degenerate forms ! 2 �1

�
X;

V2
H�x ˝ .TxX=Hx/

�
will be called a

dual Heisenberg (DH) manifold. We call H the horizontal distribution and ! the DH
form.

Remark 4.3 Ovsienko [45] defines the closely related notion of a local Heisenberg
structure. Similar ideas lie in the foundation of Stein’s Heisenberg calculus; see eg
Ponge [46; 47].

Example 4.4 A contact manifold is naturally equipped with a DH structure. Let
.X;H/ be contact, and let ˛ be a contact form defined locally. Then ˛W TxX=Hx ��!R

is an isomorphism, and we may define the 2–form !.u; v/ D ˛�1.d˛.u; v// for
u; v 2Hx . It is independent of the choice of ˛ .

Definition 4.5 Let .X;HX ; !X / be a DH manifold. A DH submanifold is a sub-
manifold Y 2kC1�X2nC1 which is nowhere tangent to HX . It inherits the structure of a
DH manifold with hyperplane distribution HY DHX\T Y , and DH form !Y D!X jHY ,
where we naturally identify TX=HX D T Y=HY .

Definition 4.6 Let U 2nC1 be the dual Heisenberg Lie algebra, with horizontal hy-
perplane H � U and DH form ! 2

V2
H�˝U=H. A Euclidean structure P on U

is said to be compatible with the DH structure if one can find an orthonormal basis
fXj ; Yj ; Zg of U such that fXj ; Yj g form a symplectic basis of H with respect to Z :
!.Xi ; Yj / D 0 and !.Xj ; Yj / D ZCH 2 U=H for all 1 � i; j � n and i ¤ j . A
compatible form ˛ 2 U � is any form such that Ker˛ DH. P is compatible with ˛ if
˛ D P.Z; �/.

Definition 4.7 Let M 2nC1 be a DH manifold with horizontal distribution H � TM
and DH forms ! 2

V2
H�˝TM=H. A Riemannian metric g on M is compatible if

gx is compatible for .TxM;Hx; !x/ for every x 2M.

Remark 4.8 (1) A similar notion of adapted metric was used by Chern and Hamil-
ton in [26] for contact 3–manifolds and in later works by other authors.

(2) In fact, for the purposes of this work we only need the metric we choose to be
compatible with the contact structure at isolated points of interest.

Lemma 4.9 For any DH manifold M, a globally defined compatible Riemannian
metric exists. Moreover, if a compatible form ˛ 2 �1 is given, one may choose the
metric to be compatible with ˛ .
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Proof Cover M by contractible open subsets Ui , and choose 1–forms ˛i on Ui
such that ˛i jUi\Uj D ˙ j̨ jUi\Uj ; this can be accomplished by fixing an arbitrary
Riemannian metric and letting ˛i .x/ 2 T �xM have unit norm for all x 2 Ui . Set
!i D ˛i ı! 2 �

�
Ui ;

V2
T �M

�
. Let us also fix a complementing line bundle L to H,

L˚H D TM.

For each Ui we may choose a compatible complex structure Ji for !i on H jUi such
that Ji jUi\Uj D˙Jj jUi\Uj . We thus obtain the corresponding Euclidean forms hi
on H jUi , which will satisfy hi D hj , and so can be patched to give a globally defined,
positive definite quadratic form h on H. Now for every Ui , choose Zi 2 �.Ui ; L/
satisfying ˛i .Zi / D 1, and define the Riemannian metric gi over Ui by gi jH D h,
gi .L;H/D 0 and gi .Zi ; Zi /D 1. Then clearly gi D gj on Ui \Uj and thus .gi /
define a Riemannian metric g on M. Over Ui we may locally choose an orthonormal
symplectic basis fX ij ; Y

i
j g for !i , and then !.X ij ; Y

i
j /D ˛

�1
i .1/DZi for all j . This

shows g is a compatible metric.

Finally, if ˛ is given, we just take ˛i D ˛jUi in the construction above.

Let M 2nC1 be a DH manifold with horizontal distribution H and DH form ! . Set
MH WD f.x; �/ W x 2M; � ?Hxg � PM (D PC.T �M/).

Definition 4.10 A C 2 boundaryless submanifold F � M is said to be normally
transversal (to H ) if N �F intersects MH transversally.

More generally, a C 2 submanifold with boundary F �M is normally transversal if
TxF šHx for all x 2 @F and both N �.intF / and N �@F intersect MH transversally.

Note that if F is normally transversal then so is @F .

Lemma 4.11 If a submanifold with boundary F �M intersects H normally transver-
sally, then WF.ŒŒN �F ��/\N �MH D∅.

Proof For a boundaryless submanifold this is immediate: N �F is a boundaryless
submanifold, and WF.ŒŒN �F ��/DN �.N �F /.

Now assume F has boundary. Consider the sets N �
@F
F D

S
x2@F N

�
x F and N �intF WDS

x2bf� 2 PC.T �xM/ W � 2 .TxF /
?g. Both are manifolds with the same boundary

BDf.x; �/ Wx 2@F; � 2 .TxF /
?g, and N �F DN �

@F
F[N �intF . Also, N �

@F
F �N �@F

is a submanifold with the same boundary B.
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By assumption, MH intersects the interior points of N �
@F
F and N �intF transversally,

and does not intersect B. It also holds for .x; �/ … B that WFx;�.ŒŒN �F ��/ coincides
with N �

x;�
.N �
@F
F / if x 2 @F , and with N �

x;�
.N �intF / if x 2 intF .

Normal transversality is of course generic:

Lemma 4.12 Any hypersurface with boundary F � M can be perturbed by an
arbitrarily C1–small amount to become normally transversal.

Proof First, we may perturb F so that it is tangent to the contact distribution at isolated
points. Now near interior contact points, we only need to perturb F locally near those
points to get normal transversality. Next, we may perturb F near the boundary to have
no contact points of F near the boundary, and isolated contact points of @F . We then
perturb F near those contact points such that @F has normal transversality at all its
contact points.

Normal transversality is universal to embeddings, as the following lemma shows.

Lemma 4.13 Let .Y;HY / � .X;HX / be DH manifolds and F � Y a normally
transversal submanifold with boundary. Then F �X is also normally transversal.

Proof We will distinguish the conormal bundles of F in the different ambient man-
ifolds by writing eg N �YF � PY . Recall that HY

x D TxX \H
X
x . Thus, for x 2 @F,

TxF šH
X
x , since TxF �HY

x .

Next take .x; �/ 2N �XF . For x 2 intF we should check Tx;�N �XF \Tx;�XHX D f0g.
Consider the natural surjective map ˇW PX jY nN �X ! PY . It holds that ˇ.N �XF /D
N �YF. Denote XHX jY WD XHX \ ��1X .Y /, where �X W PX ! X. Since X � Y
is a DH submanifold, it holds that ˇW XHX jY ! YHY is a diffeomorphism. If v 2
Tx;�N

�
XF\Tx;�XHX jY then dˇ.v/2Tx;�YHY \Tx;�N

�
YF is nonzero, a contradiction

to the assumption of normal transversality of F �M. The case of x 2 @F is virtually
identical.

4.2 Constructing the valuations

Consider a point qD .p; �/2MH . The vertical subspace is Ker.d�/D ��˝T �pM=�D
.H?p /

�˝H�p . Recall that !p 2
V2
H�p ˝TpM=Hp is nondegenerate, so that H�p '

Hp˝H
?
p . Thus Ker.d�/'Hp . Note also that d� W TqMH ! TpM is an isomor-

phism, so that we have a natural decomposition

(6) TqPM ' TpM ˚Hp:
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Denoting the contact hyperplane of PM by yHq , we get

(7) yHq 'Hp˚Hp:

We will define certain �k 2 ��1MH .PM ; �
2nC1˝��oM /, 1� k � 2n (twisted by the

pullback of the orientation bundle of M ) supported on MH .

Take z 2�2nC1c .PM / a Legendrian form. We have

z jq 2
V2nC1

T �q .PM /'
2nM
kD0

V2nC1�k
T �pM ˝

Vk
H�p :

Moreover, since z is Legendrian, its first factor in the kth component belongs to the
kernel of the restriction map

V2nC1�k
T �pM !

V2nC1�k
H�p , which is naturally iso-

morphic to H?p ˝
V2n�k

H�p . Thus the kth component of z , denoted by z 2nC1�k;k ,
lies in H?p ˝

V2n�k
H�p ˝

Vk
H�p .

Wedging the last two factors, we then get an element . z /k 2
V2n

H�p ˝.TpM=Hp/
�'V2nC1

T �pM '
V2nC1

T �qMH . Now set

hz�k; z ˝ �M i WD

Z
MH

. z /k˝ �M ;

where �M is a section of ��oM , so that z k˝�M 2Dens.TqMH /. Thus z�k is a linear
functional on compactly supported, Legendrian, ��oM –twisted .2nC1/–forms, and
it is supported on MH . For k D 0, z�0 D ŒŒMH �� is in fact a well-defined (twisted)
generalized 2n–form.

Finally, for 1�k�2n, define �k 2�2nC1�1 .PM /˝��oM by setting, for  2�2nc .PM /,

h�k;  ˝ �M i WD hz�k;D ˝ �M i;

where D denotes the Rumin differential. It is clear that �k is a (twisted) Legendrian
cycle, and ���k D 0.

Definition 4.14 Define �k 2 V�1.M/ for 0 � k � 2n as follows: for 1 � k � 2n,
�k D

�
1
2
�k; 0

�
; for k D 0, �0 is represented by

�
1
2
z�0; 0

�
.

Remark 4.15 It is in fact possible to define natural curvature measures globalizing
to �k : extend z�k arbitrarily as a functional on all forms, that is, z�k 2�2n�1.PM /, and
define the generalized curvature measure ˆk represented by the pair of forms

�
1
2
z�k; 0

�
.

The resulting curvature measure is independent of the extension, as z�k is only applied
to subsets of conormal cycles.
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Note that �0.X/D
R
N�X

1
2
z�0 D

1
2

R
N�X ŒŒMH �� is one-half the intersection index of

MH and N �X, both oriented locally by a fixed local orientation on M. In the following
proofs, we often assume for simplicity M is oriented. They are easily adjusted for the
general case.

Lemma 4.16 �0 is the Euler characteristic.

Proof Note that ŒŒMH �� is a closed current, and, writing � W PM ! M, clearly
��ŒŒMH ��D 2. It follows that �0D� by an obvious extension to V�1 of Corollary 1.5
of [18].

Recall that aW PM!PM is the fiberwise antipodal map, and � W V�1.M/!V�1.M/

denotes the Euler–Verdier involution.

Proposition 4.17 For all 0� k � 2n it holds that ��k D �k .

Proof For  2�2nC1.PM / it holds that
R
MH

 D
R
MH

a� , since aW MH !MH

is clearly orientation-preserving. Note also that aW PM ! PM is orientation-reversing
as the fibers of PM ! M are even-dimensional spheres. Hence, for a test form
 2�2nc .PM /,

ha��k;  i D �h�k; a
� i D �

Z
MH

ŒDa� �k D�

Z
MH

a�ŒD �k D�

Z
MH

ŒD �k

D�h�k;  i:

That is, a��kD��k for all k , and hence ��kD .�1/2nC1.��k/D�k , as asserted.

Proposition 4.18 It holds that �k 2W�1k .M/.

Proof Take a closed Legendrian form  2�2nC1.PM / defining a smooth valuation
‰ 2W1

2nC2�k
.M/. We ought to show that �k �‰D 0, equivalently hz�k;  i D 0. But

‰ 2W1
2nC2�k

.M/ implies that  has a horizontal degree at least 2nC2�k , and the
claim follows from the definition of z�k .

Lemma 4.19 The wavefront set of �k for 1� k � 2n is N �MH .

Proof This is immediate from definition: the wavefront set of ŒŒMH �� is N �MH , and
restriction to MH is the only source of singularities of �k .

It follows by Lemma 4.11 that we may evaluate �k on any normally transversal
submanifold with boundary.
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Let F �M be a smooth hypersurface in a DH manifold M 2nC1 ; assume that F is
normally transversal to the horizontal distribution and tangent to it at p 2M.

Working in a small open ball U near p with no other contact points, let us fix a 1–form
˛ 2 �1.U / defining the horizontal distribution, which also trivializes the DH form:
! 2 �

�
U;
V2
H�

�
. Let g be a Riemannian metric on U which is compatible with ˛

and ! on TpM (but not necessarily elsewhere), with Levi-Civita connection r . Let
RW U !SM be the vector field given by R.x/?Hx , g.R;R/D 1 and ˛.R/>0. Let
.Xj /

2n
jD0 be an orthonormal frame in U with X0jF D �W F \U !SM the unit normal

oriented by ˛.�/ > 0, and .Xj .p//2njD1 a symplectic basis of Hp . Let �j 2 �1.U /
be the dual coframe to Xj . Let S D .sij /2ni;jD1 with sij D �i .rXj �/ be the second
fundamental form given by rXj � D

P2n
iD0 sijXi .

Definition 4.20 Let hij for 1� i � 2n and 0� j � 2n be given by hij D �i .rXjR/.
The matrix hD .hij /2ni;jD1 is the second fundamental form of the contact structure.

Remark 4.21 This is a slightly different definition than the one in [48], where the
second fundamental form is symmetrized.

We define the matrix Ap D .hij � sij /2ni;jD1 .

Proposition 4.22 Let F be a normally transversal closed hypersurface. It then holds
that

(8) �k.F /D
�2n
k

� X
p

TpFDHp

jdetApj�1D.ApŒ2n� k�; J Œk�/;

where D is the mixed discriminant.

Remark 4.23 We thus see that, geometrically, �k is reminiscent of the kth elementary
symmetric polynomial in the principal radii of a hypersurface in a Riemannian manifold.
In particular, ��12n plays the role of the absolute value of the gaussian curvature. In
fact, for M DU the dual Heisenberg algebra, �2n.F / is precisely the inverse absolute
value of the gaussian curvature, summed over all contact points.

Proof Write !i for the Ehresmann connection on SU, namely !i D ��V �i , where
�V W Tp;�SU ! TpM is the projection to the vertical tangent space. It then holds that
R�!i D

P2n
jD0 hij �j , and ��!i D

P2n
jD1 sij �j . Recall that .sij / is symmetric. For

notational simplicity, we write �j also for ���j 2�1.SU /.
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First we describe the normal cycle NF D f.x;˙�.x// W x 2 F g � SM near .p; �/D
X0.p/ 2 MH explicitly as a generalized form !NF WD ŒŒNF �� 2 ��1.SM/. Let
W � ��1U be a small neighborhood of .p; �/. Write �SM WD

V2n
iD0�i ^

V2n
iD1!i ,

and �F D
V2n
iD1�i 2�

2n.F \U/.

Claim !WNF WD !NF jW 2��1.W / is given by

!NF D �0 ^
V2n
iD1

�
!i �

2nX
jD1

sij �j

�
ıWNF ;

where
hıWNF ; �.x; �/�SM i D

Z
F\�.W /

�.x; �.x//�F :

Proof of Claim Take  2�2nc .W /. We should check thatZ
NF

 D

Z
F

��
�
 ^ �0 ^

V2n
iD1

�
!i �

P2n
jD1 sij �j

�
�SM

�
�F ;

which reduces to the pointwise verification

�� 

�F
D ��

�
�0 ^ ^

V2n
iD1

�
!i �

P2n
jD1 sij �j

�
�SM

�
:

We will check this equality for a basis of the 2n–forms, which is given by 2n wedges
of .�i /2niD0 and .!j /2njD1 . If  contains a �0 factor, clearly both sides vanish.

Assume  D �1 ^ � � � ^ �k ^!kC1 ^ � � � ^!2n . The left-hand side is easily seen to be
equal det.sij /2ni;jDkC1 . The right-hand side is

��
�
.�1/2n�k det.sij /2ni;jDkC1�0^� � �^�k^!kC1^� � �^!2n^!1^� � �^!k^�kC1^� � �^�2n

�SM

�
and after reordering we get .�1/2n�kCk.2n�k/ det.sij /2ni;jDkC1 D det.sij /2ni;jDkC1 ,
concluding the proof of the claim.

We wish to apply z�k to !WNF . Since NF intersects MH transversally at the isolated
point p , we need only look at the value of !WNF at .p;˙X0.p//.

Recall the decomposition Tp;�PM DTp;�MH˚T�.PC.T
�
pM//. We denote by Wp;�D

Tp;�MH D TpM the contact-horizontal subspace, and by Vp;� D T�.PC.T �pM//D

.Hp˝H
?
p /
� the vertical subspace. Using the Riemannian structure, we get a decom-

position Tp;�.SM/ D Wp;� ˚ Vp;� . The DH form ! 2
V2
H�p ˝ TpM=Hp can be

recast as the isomorphism �W Hp˝H
?
p !H�p , that is, �W V �

p;�
!H�p .
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We first need to identify the .2nC1�k; k/–component (with respect to the decomposi-
tion (6)) of !WNF over .p; �/2MH . The forms �i vanish on the vertical subspace. The
contact-horizontal component of !i is given by R�!i D

P2n
jD0 hij �j . We will write

the resulting decomposition as !i DR�!i˚!Vi , where R�!i is the contact-horizontal
component, while !Vi , the restriction of !i to Vp;� , is the vertical component.

Define .ij /2ni;jD1 by �.!Vi / D
P2n
jD1 ij �j 2 H

�
p . Note that under the Euclidean

identification, Vp;�DHp and !Vi D�i for iD1; : : : ; 2n. Compute ij D�.�i /.Xj /D
!.Xi ; Xj /. By assumption, Xj is a symplectic basis of Hp , so that ij is the standard
2n� 2n matrix J representing

p
�1.

Write aij D hij � sij for 1� i; j � 2n. Then

!WNF D ı
W
NF � �0 ^

V2n
iD1

�
!Vi C

2nX
jD1

aij �j

�
;

so that

.!WNF /
2nC1�k;k

D ıWNF � �0 ^
X
jI jDk

�I
V
i…I

� 2nX
jD1

aij �j

�
^
V
i2I!

V
i ;

where �I D .�1/i2�i1C���Ci2j�i2j�1�j is the sign of the permutation

�I D
�1 : : : 2n
I c ; I

�
;

where I Dfi1< � � �< ikg, I c Df1; : : : ; 2ngnI is ordered increasingly and j D
�
1
2
k
˘

.

Applying � to the last k factors and subsequently wedging all the factors to get a top
form on TpM, we get

hz�k; !
W
NF i D

Z
MH

�0 ^
X
jI jDk

�I
V
i…I

� 2nX
jD1

aij �j

�
^
V
i2I

� 2nX
jD1

ij �j

�
� ıWNF

D

X
jI jDk

X
�2S2n

sign �
Y
i…I

ai�.i/
Y
i2I

i�.i/

Z
MH

�0 ^ � � � ^ �2n � ı
W
NF :

Recall Ap D .aij /D h�S, where S D .sij / and hD .hij / for 1� i; j � 2n, and let
B˛ be the ˛–row of a matrix B. For an ordered subset I � f1; : : : ; 2ng, let .AI

c

p ; J
I /

denote the matrix with the corresponding columns. Then

hz�k; !
W
NF i D

X
jI jDk

det.AI
c

p ; J
I /

Z
MH

�0 ^ � � � ^ �2n � ı
W
NF :
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Define

B.˛/D

�
Ap if ˛ � 2n� k;
J if ˛ > 2n� k:

The mixed discriminant is given by

D.ApŒ2n� k�; J Œk�/D
1

.2n/Š

X
�2S2n

det.B.�.i//i;j /

D
1

.2nŠ/

X
jI jDk

kŠ.2n� k/Š det.AI
c

p ; J
I /;

that is,

hz�k; !
W
NF i D

�2n
k

�
D.ApŒ2n� k�; J Œk�/

Z
MH

�0 ^ � � � ^ �2n � ı
W
NF :

Recall that we should fix a section of the orientation bundle of M over SM to get
numerical values for the integral. Let us verify that for a choice of �� 2 ��oM
corresponding to �0 ^ � � � ^ �2n we get the identityZ

MH

�0 ^ � � � ^ �2n � ı
W
NF ˝ �� D jdetApj�1:

One can compute it directly, but we can do something simpler: Observe that hz�0; !WNF i
is just the intersection index Ip;� of NF and MH at .p; �/. The order of intersection is
not important as dimNF is even, while the orientations of MH and NF are determined
by �� .

By what we have proved, we see that

Ip;�.NF;MH /D hz�0; !
W
NF i D detAp

Z
MH

�0 ^ � � � ^ �2nı
W
NF :

It thus remains to verify that Ip;�.NF;MH /D sign detAp .

The positive orientation on Tp;�SM is given by the dual basis �0; : : : ; �2n; !1; : : : ; !2n .
To see that, consider a homotopy of the Riemannian metric between our metric and a
flat one, and some corresponding homotopy of the orthonormal frame Xj . The dual
basis above remains a basis throughout the homotopy, and clearly defines the positive
orientation in the flat case.

Considering �W F ! SM and RW F ! SM as maps, we get a positive basis of
Tp;�MH given by DpR.X0/; : : : ;DpR.X2n/, and a positive basis of Tp;�NF given
by Dp�.X1/; : : : ;Dp�.X2n/.
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Form the .4nC 1/� .4nC 1/ matrix

B D

 
�i .DpR.Xj //

jD0:::2n
iD0:::2n �i .Dp�.Xj //

jD1:::2n
iD0:::2n

!i .DpR.Xj //
jD0:::2n
iD1:::2n !i .Dp�.Xj //

jD1:::2n
iD1:::2n

!
D

�
ıij ıij
hij sij

�
:

By definition, Ip;�.NF;MH / D sign detB. Now, for 1 � i � 2n, subtract column
2nC1Ci from column iC1. Finally, interchange each column of index 2; : : : ; 2nC1,
with the respective column from the last 2n columns, resulting in 4n2 swaps. The re-
sulting matrix is block-triangular, and has determinant detBD det.hij �sij /

jD1:::2n
iD1:::2n D

detAp , verifying our assertion.

Accounting also for the point � DH? with the opposite orientation, we conclude that

hz�k; !NF i D 2
�2n
k

� X
p

TpFDHp

jdetApj�1D.ApŒ2n� k�; J Œk�/;

and the statement follows.

Definition 4.24 For a normally transversal contact point p of F, the local contact
areas are

�k.F; p/ WD
�2n
k

�
jdetApj�1D.ApŒ2n� k�; J Œk�/:

Corollary 4.25 When kD 2n, equation (8) remains valid also for a normally transver-
sal hypersurface with boundary F .

Proof By Lemma 4.11, �2n.F / is well defined. Using the notation of the proof of
Lemma 4.11, we may write

�2n.F /D
1
2
hz�2n; ŒŒN

�
intF ��iC

1
2
hz�2n; ŒŒN

�
@F F ��i:

The first summand is computed in Proposition 4.22. The second summand trivially
vanishes.

Corollary 4.26 For a normally transversal hypersurface with boundary F, we have
�2n.F /� 0, with equality if and only if it is nowhere tangent to H.

Proof This is immediate from Corollary 4.25 and equation (8).

It will be convenient to extend �2n to general hypersurfaces by setting �2n.F /D1
when F is not normally transversal.
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Next we establish the universality of �k with respect to embeddings.

Let .X2nC1;HX ; !/ be a DH manifold, and Y 2mC1 � X2nC1 a DH submanifold.
Let i W Y !X denote the embedding. We will write �X

2k
and �X

2k
for the generalized

forms and valuations defined over X, and similarly for Y .

Theorem 4.27 It holds that i��X
k
D �Y

k
.

Proof The following constructions appeared in [7], and we refer therein for more
details. Consider the natural submersion ˇW PX jY nN �Y � PY and the inclusion
˛W PX jY ,! PX . Let z� W W ! PX jY be the oriented blow-up of PX jY along the
conormal bundle N �Y �PX , and z̨W W !PX the corresponding lift. Let žW W !PY
be induced by the restriction map X �Y T �Y ! T �X. For a valuation ‰ 2 V1.Y /
defined by the closed Legendrian form  2�2mC1.PY /, i�‰ is given by the current
z̨�
ž� . Now h�Y

k
; ‰i D hz�Y

k
;  i and similarly for X. We should thus verify that

hz�Yk ;  i D hz�
X
k ; z̨�

ž� i:

Note that z�X
k

is supported on XHX � PX , which by assumption is disjoint from N �Y .
Hence the right-hand side can be replaced by hz�X

k
; ˛�ˇ

� i.

Next take p 2Y , �D .HY
p /
? 2PY and .p; � 0/2PX jY such that ˇ.p; � 0/D .p; �/. We

may decompose Tp;�0PX jY D TpY ˚.HX
p /
�˝.HX

p /
?� . Consider dˇW Tp;�0PX jY !

Tp;�PY , so that

dˇ�W T �p Y ˚H
Y
p ˝ .TpY=H

Y
p /
�
! T �p Y ˚H

X
p ˝ .TpX=H

X
p /
�

acts as the identity on the first summand. On the second summand, recalling we have the
canonical identification TpY=HY

p ' TpX=H
X
p induced by the inclusion TpY � TpX,

dˇ simply acts as the inclusion HY
p ,!HX

p . Let us denote by �Y
k
W
Vk
HY
p ˝.H

Y
p /
?!Vk

.HY
p /
� the isomorphism induced by the DH form ! , and similarly for X. It follows

that the following diagram commutes:

HY
p ˝ .H

Y
p /
?

dˇ�
//

�Y
��

HX
p ˝ .H

X
p /
?

�X
��

.HY
p /
� .HX

p /
�

res
oo

We are left with verifying the identityZ
YH

 0˝ �Y D

Z
XH

˛�ˇ
� 0˝ �X
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for an arbitrary Legendrian form  0 2�
2mC1.PY /. But this is now equivalent to the

statement i��X0 D �
Y
0 , which holds as both sides are just the Euler characteristic.

Weyl’s principle for DH manifolds, which we just established, is readily applicable in
conjunction with the following technical lemma.

Lemma 4.28 Consider a compact submanifold with boundary F 2k �M 2nC1 of a
DH manifold .M;H;!/.

(i) If 2k � n, F lies in fact inside a DH submanifold N 2kC1 �M.

(ii) For arbitrary k < n, one may find a pair of DH manifolds N 2kC1 � X4nC1

such that we get a commuting diagram of DH manifolds

N 2kC1
� r

%%

F 2k
, �

::

� � // M 2nC1 � � // X4nC1

where all inclusions are DH embeddings.

Proof Assume first 2k � n. Choose a Riemannian metric g on M, and let LW F !
P .TM/jF be given by L.x/ DH?x , the orthogonal complement with respect to g .
Note that L.F / does not intersect P .H/jF �P .TM/jF . By the transversality theorem,
and since

dimL.F /Cdim P .TF / < dim P .TM/jF () 2kC4k�1< 2nC2k () 2k � n;

we may perturb g so that L.F / avoids P .TF / � P .TM/. We then take N to be
the image under the exponential map of a small neighborhood of the zero section in
TF ˚L.F /� TM jF . It is clearly a DH submanifold containing F .

Now in the general case, consider �MH �P .T �M/, which is the quotient of MH �PM
under the two-covering map PM!P .T �M/. Define a DH structure on a neighborhood
of �MH as follows: the horizontal structure yH will be the canonical contact structure of
P .T �M/. For .x; �/ 2 �MH , by equations (6) and (7), yHx;� is canonically identified
with Hx ˚Hx � TxM ˚Hx . Noting that Tx;�P .T �M/= yHx;� ' TxM=Hx , define
!X 2

V2 yH�
x;�
˝Tx;�P .T

�M/= yHx;� by

!X ..u1; v1/; .u2; v2//D !.u1; v1/C!.u2; v2/ for all .u1; v1/; .u2; v2/ 2 yHx;� :
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Extend !X arbitrarily to a global section of
V2 yH�˝TP .T �M/= yH. Take X to be

a small neighborhood of �MH in which !X is nondegenerate. Then .X; yH;!X / is
a DH manifold, and the DH submanifold �MH � X is clearly isomorphic to M. It
remains to note that dimX D 2 � 2nC 1 and 2k < 2n, and so we may choose the
desired N 2kC1 �X by the first case.

Corollary 4.29 Let F 2k �M be a submanifold with boundary, normally transversal
to the horizontal distribution H. Then �2k.F / � 0, with equality if and only if it is
nowhere tangent to H.

Proof This follows at once from Lemmas 4.28 and 4.13, Corollary 4.26 and Theorem
4.27.

Finally, we consider the relations between the valuations we constructed.

Proposition 4.30 (i) On any DH manifold, �2b 2W�1
2b
nW�1

2bC1
as 0 � b � n.

In particular, �2b for 0� b � n are linearly independent valuations.

(ii) On a generic DH manifold (in a sense to be made precise in the proof), .�b/2nbD0
are all linearly independent.

Proof By Proposition 4.18, �k 2W�1k .M/. For a normally transversal hypersurface
F write

�k.F; p/D jdetApj�1D.ApŒ2n� k�; J Œk�/

D .�1/kjdetApj�1
2n�kX
jD0

�2n�k
j

�
D.SpŒ2n� k� j �; hpŒj �; J Œk�/:

For even k D 2b , the term of highest order in Sp (corresponding to j D 0) is nonzero
for generic Sp . In particular, �2n.F /¤ 0 for generic hypersurfaces F . Now choose
any DH submanifold N �M of dimension 2bC1. Using Theorem 4.27, Lemma 4.13
and the last observation, we may find a 2b–dimensional submanifold F 2b �N such
that �M

2b
.F /D �N

2b
.F /¤ 0. Thus �2b …W�12bC1.M/, proving (i).

For (ii), it now suffices to check that �2b�1 and �2b are linearly independent in
W�1
2b

.M/=W�1
2bC1

.M/ for a generic M. In turn this is implied by the following state-
ment: as a function on normally transversal closed submanifolds of dimension 2b lying
inside a fixed DH submanifold N 2bC1 �M, �2b�1 and �2b are linearly independent.
By Theorem 4.27, we may assume b D n. Now note that for �2n�1 , the summand of
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degree 1 in Sp vanishes, as Sp is symmetric while J is antisymmetric. The statement
now follows by examining the summand whose numerator contains no Sp for both
valuations, which has different coefficients (depending on p for a general horizontal
distribution).

4.3 Extending �2k to arbitrary 2k–submanifolds

Define the contact area CA2k.F / 2 Œ0;1� for any C 2 , 2k–dimensional submanifold
with boundary F �M by

CA2k.F / WD lim inf
F�!F

�2k.F�/;

where F� is a C 2 , normally transversal submanifold with boundary that C 2–converges
to F. Note that Proposition 4.22 and Theorem 4.27, and the proof of Lemma 4.28,
imply that �2k.F / is C 2–continuous on normally transversal submanifolds F . Hence,
on such submanifolds, CA2k.F /D �2k.F /.

We now show that the vanishing of CA2k.F 2k/ is a necessary condition for the
existence of an arbitrarily small perturbation with no contact points. For closed F this
supplements the topological necessary condition �.F /D 0.

Proposition 4.31 For a 2k–dimensional submanifold with boundary F �M, we have
CA2k.F 2k/D 0 if and only if there is an arbitrarily small C 2–perturbation of F which
is nowhere tangent to the horizontal structure.

Proof The “if” direction follows from Corollary 4.29. For the other direction, let us
assume CA2k.F /D 0. Again by Corollary 4.29, F cannot be normally transversal to
the horizontal distribution unless it is nowhere tangent to it. Assuming the contrary to
the assertion, we conclude F is not normally transversal. Let F�! F for �! 0 be a
normally transversal family of smooth perturbations of F such that �2k.F�/! 0. If a
normally transversal contact point exists for F (which is then necessarily isolated), it
persists to F� for small � , and examining equation (8), one can find c > 0 such that
�2k.F�/ � c for all small � , a contradiction. Thus F is not normally transversal to
the horizontal distribution at any of its contact points. It follows that a sequence xj
of contact points of F�j must approach a necessarily degenerate tangency point, and
hence, by equation (8), �2k.F�j /!1. This again is a contradiction, implying that
for small � , F� has no horizontal tangent spaces, as claimed.
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5 The dual Heisenberg Lie algebra

5.1 Linear algebra

Recall that U 2nC1 denotes the dual Heisenberg algebra, with H � U a fixed linear
hyperplane, and ! 2

V2
H�˝U=H is a nondegenerate (twisted) form. It is the simplest

DH manifold.

Let the group of automorphisms of the Heisenberg algebra be denoted by SpH .U / or
SpH .2nC1/. There is an SpH .U /–equivariant isomorphism Dens.H/'Dens.U=H/n.

Define the subgroups

SpCH .U /D fg 2 SpH .U / W gjU=H > 0g � SpH .U /;

Sp1H .U /D fg 2 SpH .U / W gjU=H D Idg � SpCH .U /;

ScalH .U /D fg 2 SpH .U / W gjH 2R�g � SpCH .U /:

Note that for g 2 Sp1H .U /, clearly detg D 1. For an SpH .U /–module X and x 2X,
we will write Stab.x/, StabC.x/ and Stab1.x/ for its stabilizer in the corresponding
subgroup. Let us record the following trivial fact:

Lemma 5.1 SpCH .U / is generated by Sp1H .U / and ScalH .U /.

Corollary 5.2 Let ı� 2 ScalH .U / act by � 2R on H and by �2 on a fixed direction
L complementing H. Then Sp1H .U / and .ı�/�¤0 generate SpCH .U /.

Proof Take any g 2 ScalH .U /; set � WD gjH . Then ı�1
�
ıg 2 Sp1H . The claim now

follows from Lemma 5.1.

Lemma 5.3 For any subspace E �H, set E0 DE \E! . Then one can find :

(i) S 2 Stab1.E/ such that S.E0/DE0 and S jE0 D 2.

(ii) T 2 StabC.E/ such that T .E0/DE0 , T jE0 D 1 and detT < 1.

Proof (i) Decompose E\H DE0˚F , where F �H is a nondegenerate subspace.
Fix a vector z 2E nH. There is then an induced symplectic form !z on H given by
!z.u; v/.zCH/D !.u; v/. Define S 2 GL.E/ by setting S jE0 D 2 and S jF D 1,
and note that S leaves !zjE invariant. By Witt’s extension theorem, we can find
an extension S 2 Sp.H; !z/, and finally setting S.z/ D z yields S 2 Stab1.E/, as
required.

(ii) Using S from (i), define T 2 SpCH .U / by T jH D 1
2
S jH and T z D 1

4
z .
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The orbits Y k�;r of SpCH .U / in Grk.U / are classified by the pairs .�; r/ as follows:

E 2 Y k�;r () � D k� dimH \E 2 f0; 1g and 2r D � � dim ker.!jE\H /;

where � 2 f0; 1g, and r 2 f0; : : : ;
�
1
2
�
˘
g, � D min.k � �; 2n� .k � �//. The unique

open orbit has � D 1 and r D
�
1
2
�
˘

; the unique closed orbit has � D 0 and r D 0.

5.2 Translation-invariant valuations on the dual Heisenberg algebra

We start by classifying the SpCH .U /–invariant Klain sections.

Proposition 5.4 Fix 1� k � 2n.

(i) For even k , there is at most a one-dimensional space of SpCH .U /–invariant
generalized Klain sections over Grk.U /.

(ii) For odd k , there are no SpCH .U /–invariant generalized Klain sections over
Grk.U /.

Proof We will make repeated use of Lemma B.1 without explicit mention, wherein
also the bundle F ˛Y of principal symbols transversal to Y is defined.

Take E 2 Y k�;r , and denote E0 D .E \H/\ .E \H/! , dimE0 D � � 2r .

Step 1 (� D 1) We consider first the open orbit, r D rmax . If k is odd, E \H is
nondegenerate, and ! gives an isomorphism Dens.E \H/ D Dens.U=H/.k�1/=2 .
Thus

Dens.E/D Dens.E=E \H/˝Dens.E \H/D Dens.U=H/˝Dens.U=H/.k�1/=2

D Dens.U=H/.kC1/=2 D Dens.U /.kC1/=2.nC1/:

It follows that for odd k there are no invariant sections on the open orbit.

For even k , let E0 �E \H be the kernel of !jE\H , which is a line. Then

Dens.E/D Dens.E=E \H/˝Dens.E \H/

D Dens.U=H/˝Dens.E0/˝Dens..E \H/=E0/

D Dens.U=H/k=2˝Dens.E0/D Dens.U /k=2.nC1/˝Dens.E0/:

By Lemma 5.3, we may find S 2 Stab1.E/ acting trivially on the first factor and
rescaling the second factor. It follows that there are no invariant sections on the open
orbit Y k1;rmax

.
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Now let us consider the orbit Y D Y k1;r with r < rmax . We have

NEY DNE\HX
k�1
r .H/D

V2
E�0 :

Consider the bundle over Y with fiber

F ˛Y jE D Dens.E/˝Dens�.NEY /˝Sym˛.NEY /

D Dens.E/˝Dens
�V2

E0
�
˝Sym˛

�V�
E0
�
:

Since E=E \H is Stab.E/–isomorphic to U=H,

Dens.E/D Dens.E \H/˝Dens.U=H/

D Dens..E \H/=E0/˝Dens.E0/˝Dens.U=H/:

Now dim.E \H/=E0 D 2r , and ! readily yields a nondegenerate form

z! 2
V2
..E \H/=E0/

�
˝U=H;

so that there is a Stab.E/–isomorphism Dens..E \H/=E0/D Dens.U=H/r . Thus

F ˛Y jE D Dens.U=H/rC1˝Dens.E0/˝Dens
�V2

E0
�
˝Sym˛

�V2
E�0
�
:

Again by Lemma 5.3, there are no StabC.E/–invariants in F ˛Y jE when r < rmax (and
so E0 ¤ f0g).

We conclude that for no k are there invariant generalized sections whose support
intersects Y k1;r for any r . We assume from now on that � D 0, so E �H.

Step 2 Consider Y D Y k0;r with r D rmax . Then NEY DE�˝U=H, and

F 0Y jE D Dens.E/˝Dens�.NEY /D Dens.E/2˝Dens�.U=H/k :

Taking g 2 ScalH .U / with gjH D �, we see that it acts on F 0E ˝ Sym˛.NEY / D
Dens.E/2˝Dens�.U=H/k ˝ .U=H/˛ ˝ Sym˛ E� by ��2kC2kC2˛�˛ D �˛ . Thus
˛ D 0 is the only possible transversal order of an invariant section. We now consider
separately the different parities of k .

If k is odd, set E0 DE \E! , so dimE0 D 1. Then

F 0E D Dens.E0/2˝Dens.E=E0/2˝Dens�.U /k=.nC1/

D Dens.E0/2˝Dens�.U /.kC1/=2.nC1/

since Dens.E=E0/2'Dens.U=H/k�1DDens.U /.k�1/=.nC1/ . Thus, by Lemma 5.3,
the action of StabC.E/ on F 0E is clearly nontrivial, and so there are no invariant
sections whose support intersects Y .
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If k is even, the restriction of ! to E gives an isomorphism Dens.E/DDens.U=H/k=2 ,
so that Stab.E/ acts trivially on F 0E . We know by now that all invariant sections are
supported inside Y . Thus we conclude that the space of restrictions of the space of
invariant sections to Grk.U / n .Y nY / is at most one-dimensional.

Step 3 It remains to show there are no invariant sections supported on the closure of
either of the orbits Y k0;r.U / with r < rmax for any k . In particular, we have 1< k < 2n
and � � 2r D dimE0 � 2, with � Dmin.k; 2n� k/.

One has the chain of inclusions TEY k0;r.U /DTEX
k
r .H/�TE Grk.H/�TE Grk.U /.

Hence NEY k0;r.U / fits into the exact sequence

0! TE Grk.H/=TEX
k
r .H/!NEY

k
0;r.U /! TE Grk.U /=TE Grk.H/! 0;

which is Stab.E/–isomorphic to

0!
V2
E�0 !NEY

k
0;r.U /!E�˝U=H ! 0:

Write Y D Y k0;r . For ˛ D 0,

F 0Y jE D Dens.E/˝Dens�.NEY k0;r.U //

D Dens.E0/2˝Dens.E=E0/2˝Dens�.U=H/k˝Dens�
�V2

E�0
�

D Dens.E0/2˝Dens�.U=H/k�r ˝Dens�
�V2

E�0
�
:

Thus .F 0Y jE /
StabC.E/ D f0g since one can find g 2 Stab1.E/ with gjE0 D �¤ 1.

When ˛ > 0, a StabC.E/–invariant element of F ˛Y jE would imply the existence of
an invariant element in

F 0Y jE ˝
�V2

E�0
�a
˝ .E�/b˝ .U=H/b;

which in turn implies the existence of an invariant element in

Dens.E0/2˝Dens
�V2

E0
�
˝
�V2

E�0
�a
˝ .E�0 /

b0
˝ ..E=E0/

�/b
00

˝Dens.U /�

for some nonnegative integers a , b , b0 and b00 and � 2R.

By the proof of Lemma 5.3, we can find S 2 Stab1.E/ such that S jE0 D 2 and
S W E=E0!E=E0 is the identity. Thus there are no invariants in this space.

For a vector bundle E over a manifold B, we let �m.B;E/ WD �c.B;E�˝ j!B j/�

denote the space of generalized sections that are given locally by a regular Borel
measure.
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Proposition 5.5 There are SpCH .U /–invariant generalized Klain sections �k realizing
the upper bounds obtained in Proposition 5.4. Moreover, �k 2 �m.Grk.U /;Dens.E//,
they are supported on Y kH WD fE �H g and are SpH .U /–invariant.

Proof Take f .E/D j!^k=2j˝2 2Dens.E/2˝Dens�.U=H/k , which is a continuous
section over Grk.H/. We may rewrite f as an absolutely continuous measure on
Grk.H/ with values in the bundle Dens2.E/˝Dens�.U=H/k˝Dens�.TE Grk.H//D
Dens�.U /k˝Dens.E/2nC2 . Writing i W Grk.H/!Grk.U / for the natural embedding,
we get

i�f 2MGrk.H/.Grk.U /;Dens�.U /k˝Dens.E/2nC2/

' �m
�
Grk.U /;Dens�.U /k˝Dens.E/2nC2˝Dens.TEGrk.U //

�
:

The latter bundle is just the Klain bundle:

Dens�.U /k˝Dens.E/2nC2˝Dens.E�˝U=E/D Dens.E/;

and it remains to note that we only used SpH .U /–equivariant identifications.

Let us fix an involution R 2 SpH .U / acting by �1 on U=H. Since R�1 SpCH .U /RD
SpCH .U /, it follows that R acts on the space of SpCH .U /–invariants in any SpH .U /–
module M. We will call the ˙1 eigenspaces of R in M SpCH .U / R–even and R–odd.

Proposition 5.6 For 0� k � n it holds that

dim Val�12k .U /
SpCH .U / � 2 and dim Val�12kC1.U /

SpCH .U / D 0:

For every k , the spaces of R–even and R–odd invariants are each at most one-
dimensional. Moreover, any R–even invariant valuation is even, and any R–odd
invariant valuation is odd.

In particular, any SpH .U /–invariant valuation must be even.

Proof We proceed in four steps.

Step 0 In the following, all forms are translation-invariant. For � 2 PC.U �/, let
�?�U be its annihilator. There is a natural identification of �j;2nC1�j�1 .U�PC.U �//tr

with the generalized sections of the bundle over PC.U �/ with fiberVj
U �˝

V2nC1�j
�?˝ �

2nC1�j
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over � . A Legendrian form corresponds to a section of the subbundle

�˝
Vj�1

.U �=�/˝
V2nC1�j

�?˝ �
2nC1�j ;

which we then call a Legendrian section. We will find the SpCH .U /–invariant general-
ized Legendrian sections. Let  .�/ be such a section.

There are three orbits under SpCH .U /: the open orbit Xo D f� ¤H?g and two closed
orbits X˙c D f˙H

?g.

Step 1 Let us first show that  vanishes when restricted to the open orbit. Note that
 jXo is smooth by SpCH .U /–invariance, and fix � 2Xo .

Consider the stabilizer G� WD StabC.�/ � SpCH .U /, and G1
�
D fg 2 G� W gj� D 1g.

Then  .�/ is a G� –invariant element in
Vj�1

.U �=�/˝
V2nC1�j

�?˝�
2nC2�j . By

considering the various invariant subquotients, we deduce the existence of an invariant
element in one of the spaces

V1D.H
?
˚�/=�˝

Vj�2
.U �=.�˚H?//˝

V2nC1�j
.�?\H/˝�

2nC2�j ;

V2D.H
?
˚�/=�˝

Vj�2
.U �=.�˚H?//˝

V2n�j
.�?\H/˝.�?=�?\H/˝�

2nC2�j ;

V3D
Vj�1

.U �=.�˚H?//˝
V2nC1�j

.�?\H/˝�
2nC2�j ;

V4D
Vj�1

.U �=.�˚H?//˝
V2n�j

.�?\H/˝.�?=�?\H/˝�
2nC2�j :

Now take g� 2G� such that g�jH D �. Since g� has a 2n–dimensional eigenspace of
eigenvalue � on U, the action of g� on U � , which is by .g�1

�
/� , has a 2n–dimensional

invariant subspace of eigenvalue ��1 . In the following we will simply write g� for
this action. We may choose g� such that g�j� D ��1 and g�jH? D ��2 . Since
�?=.�?\H/' U=H, g� acts on it by �2 .

The action of g� on Vi is as follows: g�jV1D�
�2�.j�2/C2nC1�j�.2nC2�j /D��j�1 ,

g�jV2 D �
�j , g�jV3 D �

�.j�1/C2nC1�j�.2nC2�j / D ��j and g�jV4 D �
�jC1 .

Since j � 1, we conclude that a G� –invariant can only exist in V4 , and only if j D 1.
However,

V2n
�?˝ �

2nC1 has no G� –invariants: one may choose an element g 2G�
with gj� D 1, while detg¤ 1. Then det.gW �?! �?/¤ 1, and thus no such invariant
exists.

Step 2 We conclude that  is supported on Xc WD f˙H?g. Since �Id commutes
with SpCH .U /, it acts on any space of SpCH .U /–invariants, which thus decomposes
into a sum of even and odd invariants. Now det.�Id/D .�1/2nC1 D�1, so that odd
closed Legendrian forms correspond to even valuations and vice versa.
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Let us show that for odd j there are no SpCH .U /–invariant closed Legendrian forms.
Otherwise by what we proved, there is an SpCH .U /–invariant such form T supported
on � DH? with a fixed orientation. Then Ts WD T � .�Id/�T is odd, closed, Legen-
drian and SpCH .U /–invariant. Thus Ts defines an even SpCH .U /–invariant generalized
valuation which is j –homogeneous. This contradicts Proposition 5.4.

Step 3 The principal symbol of  , denoted by F ˛Xc j� (see Appendix B), over each
point � 2Xc is an element of

W WDH?˝
Vj�1

H�˝
V2nC1�j

H ˝ .H?/2nC1�j ˝Dens�.T�PC.U
�//

˝Sym˛.T�PC.U
�//

D
Vj�1

H�˝
V2nC1�j

H ˝ .H?/2nC2�j�˛˝Dens.H/˝Dens.H?/2n

˝Sym˛.H�/:

Take ı� 2ScalH .U / acting by �2R on H and by �2 on some fixed vector w 2U nH.
Then ı� acts on H? by ��2 , and

ı�jW D �
�.j�1/�2nC1�j��2.2nC2�j�˛/��2n�4n��˛ D �˛�2;

hence ˛ D 2 is necessary for an invariant to exist.

We may identify
V2nC1�j

H '
Vj�1

H�˝
V2n

H. Thus

W D
Vj�1

H�˝
Vj�1

H�˝Sym2.H�/˝
V2n

H ˝ .H?/2n�j ˝Dens.H/

˝Dens.H?/2n:

Let us find all w 2 W that are invariant under Sp1H .U /. We may fix an Sp1H .U /–
invariant symplectic form !H on H, so that, Sp1H .U /–equivariantly,

W '
Vj�1

H�˝
Vj�1

H�˝Sym2.H�/:

By the fundamental theorem of invariant theory, an invariant element of W is given
by fixing pairings of all the factors using ! , and then symmetrizing/antisymmetrizing
accordingly (some pairings could give zero). There would be j pairings.

Note that R�!H D �!H . Hence detRjH D .�1/n and detR D .�1/nC1 . We see
that Rw D .�1/j .�1/n.�1/j D .�1/nw for any w 2W Sp1H .U / .

Step 4 Now take � 2 Val�1j .U /SpCH .U / which is either even or odd, and write
T D T .�/. Assume first that � is R–even, that is, SpH .U /–invariant. Then R�T D
det �T . Thus its principal symbol is �.T /.CH?;�H?/D .w0;�w0/ for some w0 2
W Sp1H .U / . Noting that �Id acts by .�1/j on W , it follows that � is an even valuation
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if and only if j is even, which we may assume by Step 2. By Proposition 5.4,
dim Val�1j .U /SpH .U / � 1.

Similarly if � is R–odd, its principal symbol is �.T / D .w0; w0/ for some w0 2
W Sp1H .U / , and since j is even, � must be odd. It remains to prove the dimension of
the space of R–odd, j –homogeneous valuations is at most 1. It suffices to show by
Theorem 3.5 that the space of SpCH .U /–invariant, R–odd, j –homogeneous, closed
Legendrian generalized forms supported on Xc is at most 1–dimensional. Any such
form has the form TC�R

�TC with TC supported on CH? and SpCH .U /–invariant.
Clearly TC �R�TC 7! TC CR

�TC is a bijection onto the corresponding R–even
forms, which in turn bijectively correspond to SpH .U /–invariant valuations. The
R–even case now concludes the proof.

The following proposition completes the proof of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.

Proposition 5.7 For 0 � k � n, it holds that dim Val�12k .U /
SpH .U / D 1 while

dim Val�12k .U /
SpCH .U / D 2.

Proof The first assertion follows from the general construction of valuations on DH
manifolds, as follows. By Proposition 4.30, we have at least nC1 linearly independent
valuations �2j 2W�12j .U / which are invariant under the symmetries of U as a DH
manifold, in particular under translations and SpH .U /. Now Proposition 5.6 concludes
the proof.

The second assertion follows from the first one: by the last paragraph of the proof of
Proposition 5.6, there is a bijection between the SpH .U /–invariant valuations and the
R–odd SpCH .U /–invariant valuations.

Remark 5.8 (1) Alternatively, one may use the Corfton valuations  2j on the
contact sphere constructed in Section 8 to prove the statement, by consider-
ing the translation-invariant valuations they define on the tangent spaces by
Theorem 3.13.

(2) Examining the construction of �2k for general DH manifolds, we immediately
see that �U

2k
is in fact 2k–homogeneous.

Example 5.9 Let us describe explicitly the valuation �2n . Consider U DR2nC1 with
the standard Euclidean structure, and take H D fx2nC1 D 0g. For u; v 2 H we let
!.u; v/D

Pn
jD1.u2j�1v2j �u2j v2j�1/ be the standard symplectic form. Identifying

U=H DH? DRe2nC1 DR, we recover the DH structure on U.
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Examining the proof of Proposition 5.5, we see that, for convex K 2K.V /, �2n.K/D
1
2
.�K.H

?/C�K.�H
?//, where �Kd� 2M.S2n/ stands for the surface area measure

of K , which is essentially just the pushforward of the 2n–dimensional Hausdorff
measure on @K to S2n ; see [50] for the exact definition.

5.3 Homogeneity 2n

The valuation of homogeneity 2n in U, which is just the surface area measure at the
points of tangency to H � U, also has a different natural setting, valid in dimension of
either parity.

Let Hm�V mC1 be a hyperplane, and let volH and volV be fixed volume forms on H
and V , respectively. Consider SLH .V / WD fg 2 SL.V / W g.H/DH; gjH 2 SL.H/g.
Fix a Euclidean product P on V inducing the given Lebesgue measures on V and H.
Assume for simplicity m� 2.

Proposition 5.10 �m.K/ WD
1
2
.�K.H

?/C�K.�H
?// is the unique m–homogeneous,

even SLH .V /–invariant generalized valuation.

Proof The Klain section of �m is a delta measure on Grm.V / supported on H. It is
given by an element of Dens.H/˝Dens�.TH Grm.V //DDens.H/mC2˝Dens�.V /m .
Clearly SLH .V / acts trivially on this space.

The proof of uniqueness is similar to Proposition 5.6. We first note that there are no
invariant sections of the Klain bundle over the open orbit fE WE¤H g�Grm.V /, since
for such E there is a natural isomorphism E=E \H D V=H, so a Stab.E/–invariant
density on E would produce a Stab.E/–invariant density on E \H, which clearly
does not exist since Stab.E/ can rescale this space. Next we use Lemma B.1 to study
Klain sections supported on the closed orbit fH g: for ˛ � 0,

F ˛
fHg D Dens.H/˝Dens�.H�˝V=H/˝Sym˛.H�˝V=H/;

which is SLH .V /–equivariantly isomorphic to Sym˛.H�/. There are no invariant
polynomials on H, so we must have ˛ D 0, which readily yields a one-dimensional
space of invariants.

Next, we write an invariant Crofton formula for this valuation.

Proposition 5.11 There is an invariant Crofton measure �SL over Gr1.V / which
defines �m .
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Proof Let �.E/ 2 Œ0; �� be the Euclidean angle between E 2GrC1 .V / and H? with
fixed orientation. Define the meromorphic family of functions fs.E/D .cos �/�jt js ,
where jt js 2 C�1.R/ is the standard meromorphic family of even homogeneous
generalized functions. Note that cos � is submersive whenever t D cos � D 0, so the
pullback is well defined. Since fs.E/ is invariant to orientation reversal, we get a
generalized family on Gr1.V /, still denoted by fs.E/.

Let us identify translation-invariant measures (distributions) on AGr1.V / with (gener-
alized) sections of the Crofton bundle Crm over Gr1.V /, whose fiber over E 2Gr1.V /
is Dens.V=E/˝Dens.TE Gr1.V //.

Define a generalized section of Crm over Gr1.V / nGr1.H/ by �SL WD f�m�2.E/

when m is even, and �SL WD RessD�m�2 fs when m is odd.

Let us check �SL is SLH .V /–invariant. For g 2 GL.V / consider the Jacobian
 g.E/D Jac.gW E!gE/�2 , where E and gE are endowed with the volume induced
by the Euclidean product P. It follows that, for g 2 SLH .V / and E šH,

 g.E/D
cos2†.gE;H?/
cos2†.E;H?/

:

Now f .E/ represents (with respect to the Euclidean trivialization) an SLH .V /–
invariant Crofton measure precisely if g�f .E/D g.E/�.mC2/=2f .E/. Since g�fsD
 g.E/

s=2fs.E/, we conclude �SL is indeed SLH .V /–invariant.

It remains to verify these Crofton measures define nonzero valuations. For this, we
evaluate �m.B/ for the unit ball BmC1 . By definition, �m.B/D 1. On the other hand,
writing !m for the volume of the Euclidean ball Bm , we get

Cr.fs.E/dE/.B/D !m

Z
Gr1.V /

jcos �.E/js dE

D !m

R �
0 jcos � js sinm�1 � d�R �

0 sinm�1 � d�
D !m

R 1
0 t

s.1� t2/.m�2/=2 dtR 1
0 .1� t

2/.m�2/=2 dt

D !m

R 1
0 u

.s�1/=2.1�u/.m�2/=2 duR 1
0 u
�1=2.1�u/.m�2/=2 du

D !m
B
�
sC1
2
; m
2

�
B
�
1
2
; m
2

� :
Thus

Cm D
�m=2

�
�
1C m

2

� �
�
sC1
2

�
�
�
sC1
2
C
m
2

� ��m2 C 1
2

�
�
�
1
2

� D
�m=2�1=2

�
�
1C m

2

� �� sC12 �
�
�
m
2
C
1
2

�
�
�
sC1
2
C
m
2

� :
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When mD 2n is even, s D�2n� 2 and

C2n D�
1

2

�n�1

nŠ
�
�
nC 1

2

�
�
�
�n� 1

2

�
:

When m D 2n � 1 is odd, s D �2n � 1, �
�
1Cs
2

�
has a simple pole with residue

2ReszD�n �.z/D 2.�1/n=nŠ, and

C2n�1 D 2.�1/
n 1

nŠ

�n�1

�
�
nC 1

2

� �.n/

�
�
�
1
2

� D .�1/n�1 �n�3=2

n�
�
nC 1

2

� :
We can now recover effortlessly the inverse form of the Koldobsky–Ryabogin–Zvavitch
formula [38].

Corollary 5.12 Let K � RmC1 be a smooth, symmetric convex body, and let �.x/
be its gaussian curvature and �.x/ the unit normal at x 2 @K . Then there is a universal
explicit constant Cm (computed in the proof of Proposition 5.11) such that for even
mD 2n,

�.x/�1 D C�1m

Z
Sm

volm.Pr�?.K//
d�1.�/

h�; �.x/imC2
;

while for odd m,

�.x/�1 D C�1m
˝
ı.mC1/.h�.x/; �i/; volm.Pr�?.K//

˛
D

2

.mC 1/Š
C�1m

�
dmC1

dtmC1

ˇ̌̌̌
tD0

�
.1� t2/.m�2/=2

Z
�

h�;�.x/iDcos t

volm.Pr�?.K// d�1.�/
�
:

Remark 5.13 Since volm.Pr�?.K// is the cosine transform of �K.�/d�1.�/, one can
think of this formula as simply the inversion of the cosine transform. The integral can
be viewed as the .�2n�2/–cosine transform of the support function of the projection
body.

6 Contact manifolds

6.1 Specializing from general DH manifolds.

Recall (Example 4.4) that a contact manifold has a canonical structure of a DH manifold.
Let us recall a few basic facts.
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The standard contact structure on R2nC1 D f.x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn; z/g is given by
dzD

Pn
jD1 xj dyj�yj dxj . Its symmetry group contains translations along the z–axis

and rotations in the .xj ; yj /–planes.

Theorem 6.1 (Darboux and Pfaff) Take a contact manifold M 2nC1 . Then any x2M
has a neighborhood contactomorphic to an open subset of the standard contact R2nC1 .

We will make use of the following simple observation:

Lemma 6.2 In the standard contact space R2nC1 , it holds that a closed, smooth,
strictly convex hypersurface F �R2nC1 is normally transversal.

Proof We use the standard Euclidean structure to identify PR2nC1 with R2nC1�S2n .
Let p be a contact point of F . We may assume p D .a1; 0; : : : ; an; 0; 0/. As TpF D
Hp D fdz D

P
ajdyj g, .xj ; yj /njD1 form a system of coordinates for F near p , and

so locally F is the graph z D f .x1; : : : ; yn/ of a strictly convex or strictly concave
function f . We will write wDw.x/D .x1; : : : ; yn/ and xD .w; f .w//. Let �w D �x
be the normal to F at x , and hw D hx the normal to Hx , both normalized to have z
coordinate 1 (the other pair of normals has z D�1 and is treated identically). Thus
�w D .�f

0
x1
; : : : ;�f 0yn ; 1/ and hw D .y1;�x1; : : : ; yn;�xn; 1/.

Claim There exists c D c.f; p/ > 0 such that k�w � hwk � ckw � w.p/k in a
neighborhood of p .

Proof Write

E D k�w � hwk D
X

.xj �f
0
yj
/2C .yj Cf

0
xj
/2:

Replacing f with f �
P
ajyj and xj with xj � aj , E remains unchanged, and the

convexity of f is retained. We thus may assume p D 0, and rf .p/D 0. Hence

E D kwk2Ckrf .w/k2� 2
X
j

.xjf
0
yj
.w/�yjf

0
xj
.w//

D kwk2Ckrf .w/k2� 2!.w;rf .w//;

where !.w;w0/D
P
.xjy

0
j�x

0
jyj / is the standard symplectic form on R2n . We clearly

may replace f with its quadratic approximation at p , namely f .w/D 1
2
hAw;wi for
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ADHessf .p/. Then rf .w/DAw , and, by Writinger’s inequality, j!.w;rf .w//j �
kwkkAwk sin†.w;Aw/. We conclude that

E � kwk2CkAwk2� 2kwkkAwk sin†.w;Aw/

D .kwk�kAwk/2C 2kwkkAwk.1� sin†.w;Aw//:

Since A is sign-definite, it holds that �minkwk � kAwk � �maxkwk and jhAw;wij �
�minkwk

2 , where �min /max is the minimal/maximal eigenvalue of jAj. It follows
that jcos†.w;Aw/j D jhw;Awij=.kwkkAwk/� �min=�max , so 1� sin†.w;Aw/ >
1�

p
1��2min=�

2
max DW c0 , and hence E � 2c0�minkwk

2 , as claimed.

Recall MH D f.x; hx/ W x 2 R2nC1g and NF D f.x; �x/ W x 2 F g have dimension
2nC 1 and 2n, respectively. Thus we ought to show T.p;�p/MH \T.p;�p/NF D f0g.
If not, there is a curve x.t/ � F, x.0/ D p with nonzero velocity vector, such
that hx.t/ and �x.t/ have equal velocity vectors at t D 0. But then we should have
khx.t/� �x.t/k DO.t

2/ as t ! 0, contradicting the claim.

Proposition 6.3 Assume M 2nC1 is a contact manifold. Then �2j for 0� j � n are
all linearly independent, while �2j�1 is a linear combination of �2i for j � i � n.

Proof The first statement is just Proposition 4.30(i). For the second statement, we
will use the same notation as in the proof of Proposition 4.22.

Write hD .hij /2ni;jD1 DHsCHa , the symmetric and antisymmetric part.

First, we note that in a contact manifold, the relation between the symplectic and
horizontal structures is given by Ha D�J. Indeed, ˛.v/D g.R; v/, so we have

d˛.u; v/D Lu˛.v/�Lv˛.u/�˛.Œu; v�/D Lug.R; v/�Lvg.R; u/�˛.Œu; v�/

D g.ruR; v/Cg.R;ruv/�g.rvR; u/�g.R;rvu/�g.R; Œu; v�/

D g.ruR; v/�g.rvR; u/:

Hence hj i � hij D �j .rXiR/� �i .rXjR/D d˛.Xi ; Xj /D Jij .

Take F a closed hypersurface which is normally transversal. Introduce the notation
‰k.F; p/ WD

�
2n
k

��1
jdetApj�2n�k.F; p/. Then

‰k.F; p/DD.H �SŒk�; J Œ2n� k�/D .�1/
kD.S �HsCJ Œk�; J Œ2n� k�/

D .�1/k
kX
iD0

�k
i

�
D.S �HsŒi �; J Œ2n� i �/:
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Observe that for 2n� 2n matrices X and Y for which XT D X and Y T D �Y it
holds that D.XŒ2n� i �; Y Œi �/D 0 for odd i . We conclude

‰k.F; p/D .�1/
k

bk=2cX
iD0

� k
2i

�
D.S �HsŒ2i �; J Œ2n� 2i�/;

that is,

(9) �k.F; p/D.�1/
k
�2n
k

�
jdetApj�1

b.2n�k/=2cX
iD0

�2n�k
2i

�
D.S�HsŒ2i �;J Œ2n�2i�/:

Thus for a normally transversal closed hypersurface F , �2j�1 is a fixed linear combi-
nation of the �2i with j � i � n. By Darboux–Pfaff, we may cover M by charts U˛
that are contactomorphic to open subsets V˛ of the standard contact space R2nC1 . By
Lemma 6.2, a closed, smooth, strictly convex hypersurface in V˛ is normally transversal
to the contact structure. The statement now follows from Lemma 4.19, Proposition 4.17
and Lemma 3.12.

We now prove a Hadwiger theorem for contact manifolds.

Theorem 6.4 Let M 2nC1 be a contact manifold. Then V�1.M/Cont.M/ is spanned
by �2k for 0� k � n.

Proof For an element � 2W�1
k

, we will write Œ��k for its image in W�1
k

=W�1
kC1

.
We will show by induction on 2n C 1 � k that W�1

k
.M/Cont.M/ is spanned by

.�2j /2j�k . Take � 2 W�12nC1.M/Cont.M/ DM�1.M/Cont.M/ DM1.M/Cont.M/ ,
where the latter equality holds since Cont.M/ acts transitively on M, so that an
invariant distribution is automatically smooth. There is no such invariant measure,
hence � D 0.

Assume now that � 2W�1
2nC1�k

.M/Cont.M/ . Recall

W�12nC1�k.M/=W�12nC2�k.M/D .W1k;c.M/=W1kC1;c.M//� D �c.M;Val1k .TM//�:

Hence, by Proposition B.2,

Œ��2nC1�k 2 .�c.M;Val1k .TM//�/Cont.M/
D �1.M;Val�12nC1�k.TM//Cont.M/;

where we used the Alesker–Poincaré isomorphism

Val1k .TxM/� D Val�12nC1�k.TxM/˝Dens.TxM/:
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For a point x 2 M, its stabilizer in Cont.M/ is Stab.x/ D SpH .TxM/. Hence
�1.M;Val�12nC1�k.TM//Cont.M/ D Val�12nC1�k.TxM/SpH TxM . By Proposition 5.7,
the latter space of invariants is trivial if k is even, and one-dimensional if k is odd.

Thus, if k is even, � 2W�1
2nC2�k

.M/. If k is odd, we use Proposition 4.30(i) to find
a multiple of �M

2nC1�k
such that

Œ��2nC1�k D cŒ�
M
2nC1�k�2nC1�k D) � � c�M2nC1�k 2W

�1
2nC2�k.M/Cont.M/:

The induction assumption now completes the proof.

Remark 6.5 Unlike the contact case, we do not have a uniqueness result in the DH
category, where the symmetry group is in general trivial. In the Riemannian setting,
uniqueness of isometry-invariant valuation assignment can be deduced from the classical
Hadwiger theorem in conjunction with the Nash embedding theorem. This last piece is
missing in the DH setting. A different type of uniqueness in terms of the Cartan frame
apparatus, which is again tailored to the Riemannian setting, was established by Fu
and Wannerer [30].

6.2 A dynamical point of view

Let F �M 2nC1 be a hypersurface, and let p 2 F be a normally transversal contact
point: TpF D Hp . Denote by FH the singular hyperplane field on F given by
FH jpDHp\TpF . When dimM D3, this field integrates to the characteristic foliation.

One can describe �2k.F; p/ explicitly through the singular bundle Hx near x .

Let ˇ 2�1.F / be a form defined near p such that Kerˇ D FH . Since M is contact,
we may assume dˇ ¤ 0 near p (eg by taking ˇ D ˛jF for some contact form ˛

on M ), and there is a unique vector field B 2 X.F / near p such that iB dˇ D ˇ . In
particular, B.p/D 0 and B.x/ is tangent to the characteristic foliation. If ˇ0 D fˇ is
a different form with dpˇ0 ¤ 0() f .p/¤ 0, the corresponding vector field is

B 0 D

�
1C

df .B/

f

��1
B:

Since df .B/.p/ D df .B.p// D 0, the differential dpB 2 gl.TpB/ only depends
on FH .

Remark 6.6 The sign of det dpB determines whether p is an elliptic or a hyperbolic
singular point of the characteristic foliation.
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Proposition 6.7 F is normally transversal at p if and only if dpB is nonsingular. In
that event,

�k.F; p/D jdet dpBj�1 tr
�V2n�k

dpB
�
:

Proof Again we use notation from the proof of Proposition 4.22.

Since all contact manifolds are locally isomorphic, we work in R2nC1 with coordinates
.x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn; z/, and contact form ˛ D�dzC

P
xj dyj . We may assume

further that pD 0 and TpF D fz D 0g. Then .xj ; yj / are local coordinates on F , and
ˇ D

P
�.@f=@xj /dxj C .xj � @f=@yj /dyj , with dˇj0 D

P
dxj ^ dyj . It follows

that B.x; y/T D .x; 0/T CJrf , where rf D .@f=@xj ; @f=@yj /T . Thus

d0B D

�
In 0

0 0

�
CJH 2f:

On the other hand, one immediately computes that

hD

�
0 0

In 0

�
and SDH 2f , hence h�SDJ d0B. This readily shows that F is normally transversal
at p — which is equivalent to the nonsingularity of h�S — if and only if det dpB¤ 0;
and

D.h�SŒ2n�k�; J Œk�/D detJ �D.d0BŒ2n�k�; InŒk�/D
�2n
k

��1
tr
�V2n�k

.d0B/
�
:

By Definition 4.24, we are done.

Computatiton of �2k is straightforward with this approach. Here is a simple proof of a
well-known fact:

Corollary 6.8 In the standard contact space R3 with contact structure given by dz D
xdy �ydx , spheres of different radii are not equivalent through a contactomorphism
of the ambient space.

Proof One computes that �2.SR/D 8
�
1C 1

4
R�2

��1 .

Example 6.9 (contact sphere) Let us compute �2k.S2m/ in S2nC1 . By Theorem
4.27, we may assume nDm. Consider S2mC1�CmC1 , with coordinates x1; y1; : : : ,
xmC1; ymC1 . The contact form is given by

p̨.v/D hv;
p
�1pi D

mC1X
jD1

.�yj dxj C xj dyj /:
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so that d˛D2
PmC1
jD1 dxj^dyj . Fix S2mDfymC1D0g. Then the two unique contact

points of S2m are given by xmC1D˙1, and we use the coordinates .xj ; yj /mjD1 near
those points. In those coordinates, ˇ D ˛jS2m D

Pm
jD1.�yj dxj C xj dyj /, and

dˇ D 2
Pm
jD1 dxj ^ dyj . Then

iBdˇ D ˇ D) 2
X

.dxj .B/dyj � dyj .B/dxj /D
X

.xj dyj �yj dxj /;

so that B.p/D 1
2
p . Thus d0B D 1

2
I2m , and

(10) �2k.S
2m/D 2 tr

�V2m�2k
I2m

�
D 2

�2m
2k

�
:

7 Symplectic-invariant distributions

7.1 Linear algebra

The real antisymmetric matrices of size 2N � 2N will be denoted by Alt2N . Define
SDiag.�1; : : : ; �N /2Alt2N .R/ to be the block-diagonal matrix consisting of the 2�2
blocks

SDiag.�j /D
�

0 �j
��j 0

�
:

The following is a standard fact from linear algebra:

Lemma 7.1 For A 2 Alt2N , there are B 2 O2N .R/ and D D SDiag.�1; : : : ; �N /
such that ADBTDB. The vector .�1; : : : ; �N / is uniquely defined up to permutations
and signs of the �j .

Write �N D f�1 � � � � � �N � 0g. For A 2 Alt2N , let ƒ.A/ 2 �N be the unique
vector such that AD BT �SDiag.ƒ.A// �B for some B 2 O2N .R/.

Recall the multi-Kähler angles 0 � �1 � � � � � �� � �
2

of E 2 GrR
2k.C

n/ introduced
by Tasaki [52], where � D min.k; n� k/. They are defined as follows: Choose an
orthonormal basis .ei /2kiD1 of E, and define the symplectic Gram matrix AD!.ei ; ej /.
Then ƒ.A/D .cos �1; : : : ; cos ��/.

Proposition 7.2 Let �i for i D 1; : : : ; � be the multi-Kähler angles of a subspace
E 2 GrR

2k.C
n/ chosen at random (with respect to the SO.2n/–invariant probability

measure). Then the probability distribution of .cos �i /�iD1 is uniform in �� .
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Proof We may assume 2k � n and so � D k . We first observe that the distribution
is independent of n. Indeed we may condition on the event E � F where F is any
fixed complex k–dimensional subspace in Cn , but the distribution of the multi-Kähler
angles is clearly independent of F . Thus we assume nD 2k .

Next notice that for a symplectic subspace E, there is a unique (up to order) decom-
position E D E1 ˚ � � � ˚Ek , where dimEj D 2 and all Fj WD CEj are pairwise
orthogonal. This decomposition can be found as follows: for an orthonormal basis
e D .ej /

2k
jD1 of E, consider the matrix M.E; e/D .!.ei ; ej //2ki;jD1 2 Alt2k . If .e0/ is

a different orthonormal basis, there is an equality of row vectors .e0i /D .ej /B for some
B 2O.2k/, and one checks that M.E; e0/DBTM.E; e/B. Thus for generic E there is
a unique (up to order) orthonormal basis e such that M.E; e/D SDiag

�
ƒ.M.E; e//

�
.

We then set Ej D Span.e2j�1; e2j / for 1� j � k .

For a given decomposition C2k D F1˚ � � � ˚Fk into orthogonal copies of C2 , the
multi-Kähler angles of E are the collection of Kähler angles of E \Fj 2 GrR

2 .Fj /.
Thus, conditioning on the decomposition, we conclude the multi-Kähler angles of E
are independent and identically distributed, and it remains to find the distribution of
the Kähler angle of a real 2–plane E �C2 .

We will work with the oriented Grassmannian. Consider R4 DC2 with

!..x1C ix3; x2C ix4/; .x
0
1C ix

0
3; x2C ix

0
4//D x1x

0
3� x

0
1x3C x2x

0
4� x

0
2x4:

Let .u; v/ be an orthonormal basis for E 2 GrC2 .R
4/. We make the identification

GrC2 .R
4/ D S2 � S2 , E 7! .z; w/, using the standard Euclidean structure and the

Plücker embedding GrC2 .R
4/ � S

�V2R4�, E 7! u ^ v D .x12; : : : ; x34/, where
xkl D ukvl �ulvk , followed by the change of coordinates

x12 WD
1
2
.w1C z1/; x34 WD

1
2
.w1� z1/; x13 WD �

1
2
.w2C z2/;

x24 WD
1
2
.w2� z2/; x14 WD

1
2
.w3C z3/; x23 WD

1
2
.w3� z3/:

The corresponding measure on S2 �S2 is the standard one. Then, for E D .z; w/ 2
S2 �S2 and fu; vg an oriented orthonormal basis of E, !.u; v/D x13C x24 D�z2 .
Denoting by �E the Kähler angle, we conclude that cos �E Djƒ.E/jD j!.u; v/jD jz2j
is distributed uniformly in Œ0; 1� by the theorem of Archimedes.

Let �1� D f1 � �1 � � � � � �� � 0g. Denote by ƒW GrR
2k.C

n/ ! �1� the vector
.cos �i /�iD1 . We conclude that ƒ�.d�1/D �Š

Q�
iD1 d�i .
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7.2 Powers of the Pfaffian

Consider the meromorphic families of generalized functions jPf js
˙
2C�1.Alt2N .R//

for s 2C. They can be constructed by first considering Re s > �1, whence jPf js
˙

is
an integrable function, and then using the Cayley-type identity (see eg [25])

Pf.@/Pf.X/sC1 D .sC 1/.sC 3/ � � � .sC 2N � 1/Pf.X/s

for a meromorphic extension to s 2 C. Thus the poles of both families are at s D
�1;�2; : : : .

Theorem 7.3 (Muro [43]) The linear combination jPf.X/js WD jPf.X/js
C
CjPf.X/js�

is analytic at even s 2 Z and has a simple pole at odd s � �1. The linear combination
sign Pf.X/ jPf.X/js WD jPf.X/js

C
�jPf.X/js� is analytic at odd s 2Z and has a simple

pole at even s � �2.

Let .V; !/ be a 2n–dimensional symplectic space and P a compatible Euclidean struc-
ture with corresponding complex structure J, so that !.u; v/D P.Ju; v/. Then P in-
duces a Lebesgue measure volP .E/ on all subspaces E�V . Define �!;P W GrC

2k
.V /!

Œ�1; 1� by �!;P .E/D !kjE=volP .E/. We will often omit P from the index when
no confusion can arise.

We will now define meromorphic families of distributions on GrC
2k
.R2n/ given by

�˙.s/D j�!.E/j
s
˙
d�1.E/ for large Re.s/. The construction is virtually identical to

the one carried out in [29], with Sp.2n/ replacing O.p; q/. We present it here for the
reader’s convenience.

We will assume for now that 2k � n.

Let U � Gr2k.V / be an open set. Let BE D .u1.E/; : : : ; u2k.E//W U ! V k be
a smooth field of P –orthonormal bases of E 2 U. Define the function MP W U !

Alt2k.R/ by MP .E/D !.ui .E/; uj .E//
2k
i;jD1 . Note that �!.E/D PfMP .E/.

Denote by UP �Grk.V / the open, dense subset of subspaces E 2Gr2k.V / for which
E \JE D f0g. Clearly E 2 UP if and only if 1 …ƒ.MP .E//.

Lemma 7.4 MP is a proper submersion at every E 2 U \UP .

Proof Consider a curve 1 through E given by

1.t/D Span.u1.t/; u2; : : : ; u2k/
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with u2; : : : ; u2k fixed and � D Pu1.0/ 2EP arbitrary. It follows that

DEMP . P1.0//D

0BB@
0 !.�; u2/ � � � !.�; u2k/

�!.�; u2/ 0 � � � 0
:::

:::
: : :

:::

�!.�; u2k/ 0 � � � 0

1CCA :
Since E 2 UP , the !.uj ; �/2kjD2 are linearly independent functionals in � 2EP, and
so the first row of DƒMP . P1/ is arbitrary, while the other entries in the upper triangle
vanish. Replacing 1 with j in the obvious way, we conclude DEMP

�P
j̨ Pj .0/

�
can be arbitrary, thus concluding the proof.

Lemma 7.5 One can choose finitely many !–compatible Euclidean structures Pi
such that fUPi g cover Gr2k.V /.

Proof Given E 2 Gr2k.V /, a generic choice of an !–compatible .P; J / would
have E \ JE D f0g by a trivial dimension count. Fixing one such J D J.E/ with
corresponding P.E/ for every E, we get an open cover .UP.E//E2Gr2k.V / of Gr2k.V /.
The claim now follows by the compactness of Gr2k.V /.

We now explain how to pull back jPf.X/js
˙

to GrC
2k
.V /, using the locally defined

submersion MP .

Definition 7.6 For s 2 C, let Ds be the line bundle of s–densities over GrC
2k
.V /,

which has fiber Denss.E/ over E 2 GrC
2k
.V /. We say that a choice of generalized

section f .s/2��1.U;Ds/ over U �GrC
2k
.V / for s 2��C is meromorphic in s if,

having fixed a Euclidean metric P and using it to identify all bundles Ds , one obtains
a map fP W �! C�1.U / which is meromorphic in s .

We denote by M�1.Ds/ the sheaf for which �.U;M�1.Ds// is the space of mero-
morphic in s maps C! ��1.U;Ds/.

Recall the orbits X2k
˙

and .X
2k;C
r /��1rD0 of GrC

2k
.V / under Sp.V / defined in the

paragraph following equation (3) on page 3050, where � Dmin.k; n� k/. In terms of
multi-Kähler angles, E 2X2k;Cr precisely when exactly r of the angles are distinct
from �

2
.

We are now ready to construct the meromorphic families.
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Proposition 7.7 There are global sections f˙.s/ D M �P jPf js
˙

of M�1.Ds/ sup-
ported on X2k

˙
such that whenever s is not a pole of f˙ , f˙.s/ is Sp.V /–invariant.

Proof Assume first 2k � n. Let Pi be a finite collection of !–compatible Euclidean
structures as in Lemma 7.5, and let Ui D UPi � GrC

2k
.V / be the corresponding open

sets of generic subspaces. For each i , cover Ui by open sets Uij � Ui so that
Mij DMPi W Uij ! Alt2k can be defined by some smooth field of orthonormal bases
of E over Uij . Now since Mij is a proper submersion, one obtains a meromorphic
in s family of functions zf ˙ij .EI s/ 2 C

�1.Uij / given by zf ˙ij .�I s/DM
�
ij jPf js

˙
.

It then obviously holds that on Uij \ Uij 0 , zf ˙ij .ƒI s/ and zf ˙ij 0.ƒI s/ coincide as
continuous functions for Re.s/ > 0. Therefore, they coincide on Uij \Uij 0 as mero-
morphic functions, and we may merge all zf ˙ij into one meromorphic family zf ˙i .�I s/2
C�1.Ui /. The corresponding (through Pi ) section f ˙i 2 �.Ui ;M

�1.Ds// is obvi-
ously Sp.V /\O.Pi /–invariant. Moreover, it is sp.V /–invariant.

Next, we claim that f ˙i and f ˙i 0 coincide on Ui \Ui 0 . Since both are meromorphic,
we may assume in the following that Re.s/ > 0.

It is easy to see, using Lemma B.1 as in the proof of Proposition 5.4, that for Re.s/ > 0,
no Sp.V /–invariant generalized sections of Ds can be supported on a set of positive
codimension: using Lemma B.1, we consider for ˛� 0 the bundle F ˛

X
2k;C
r

over X2k;Cr

where r >0, that has fiber Dens.E/s˝Dens�.NEX
2k;C
r /˝Sym˛.NEX

2k;C
r / over E.

Denoting E0 DE \E! , by Corollary 2.2,

F ˛
X
2k;C
r

jE D Dens.E/s˝Dens
�V2

E0
�
˝Sym˛

�V2
E�0
�
;

which clearly contains no Sp.V /–invariants. It follows that the space of Sp.V /–
invariants in ��1.GrC

2k
.V /;Ds/ supported on X2k� is at most 1–dimensional for each

� 2 f˙g.

Since Ui � GrC
2k
.V / is dense, it follows by construction that for Re.s/ > 0, f ˙i .�I s/

extends by continuity to an Sp.V /–invariant section of Ds over GrC
2k
.V / supported

on X2k
˙

, and by the previous paragraph we can find meromorphic functions ci .s/
such that c1.s/D 1 and the sections ci .s/f ˙i .ƒI s/ coincide for all i . Denoting by
pi .s/ 2 �

1.GrC
2k
.V /;Ds/ the Euclidean section defined by Pi , it holds that

f ˙i .EI s/D jPfMPi .E/j
spi .s/

for E 2X2k
˙

, so that

jPfMP1.E/j
sp1.s/D ci .s/jPfMPi .E/j

spi .s/;
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implying

ci .s/D

�
jPfMP1.E/j

jPfMPi .E/j

p1.1/

pi .1/

�s
for all E 2X2k

˙
. Since ci .s/ is independent of E, one has ci .s/D csi for some ci > 0.

Finally, for s D 1, D1 is the Klain bundle of Lebesgue measures, and it is easy to see
that all f ˙i .1/ represent the Liouville measure induced by the symplectic form on
every symplectic subspace E. It follows that ci D 1 and so ci .s/� 1. Thus we have
shown that f ˙i and f ˙i 0 coincide in �.Ui \Ui 0 ;M�1.Ds//.

We conclude there is a globally defined section f˙ of M�1.Ds/ which is sp.V /–
invariant and supported on X2k

˙
, respectively. For Sp.V /–invariance, we observe it

holds for Re.s/ > 0 and then invoke uniqueness of meromorphic continuation.

This concludes the proof when 2k�n. For the case 2k >n, we simply use the oriented
skew-orthogonal complement map GrC

2k
.V /! GrC

2n�2k
.V / to pull back fs . This is

a valid operation since we have the equivariant identification E! ' .V=E/� , which
implies Dens.E!/' Dens.E/.

Definition 7.8 Set j�! js˙ 2 C
�1.GrC

2k
.V // to be the value of f˙.s/ under the

Euclidean trivialization.

Lemma 7.9 Write � Dmin.k; n� k/. One hasZ
Gr2k.R2n/

j�! j
s
˙ d�1.E/D

1

2�Š.sC 1/�
:

Proof Using the cosines of the multi-Kähler angles in decreasing order, denoted by
ƒ.E/ D .�1; : : : ; ��/ with �j D cos �j , we have j�!.E/j D

Q�
jD1 �j . Then, for

Re.s/ > 0, using Proposition 7.2 we getZ
Gr2k.R2n/

j�! j
s d�1.E/D

1

�Š

Z
Œ0;1��

�Y
jD1

�sj d�j D
1

�Š.sC 1/�

and the result follows by uniqueness of meromorphic extension.

The two values s D�2n; �.2nC 1/ are of particular interest, as evidenced in the two
theorems below. The first theorem concerns the linear Grassmannian:
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Theorem 7.10 The distribution �C! 2M�1.GrC
2k
.V // given by

�C! WD j�!.E/j
�2nd�1.E/

is Sp.V /–invariant, has full support and
R

Gr2k.V /
�C! ¤ 0. It is even with respect to

orientation reversal.

In particular, we get a canonically normalized Sp.V /–invariant distribution �! WD
���

C
! on Gr2k.2n/, where � W GrC

2k
.V /! Gr2k.V / is the double cover map.

Proof A distribution over GrC
2k
.V / is a generalized section of the bundle with fiber

Dens.TE GrC
2k
.V // over E, which is Sp.V /–isomorphic to D�2n . All statements

follow immediately from Proposition 7.7, Theorem 7.3 and Lemma 7.9.

We conjecture that �! is the unique Sp.V /–invariant distribution on Gr2k.V /. This
was shown by Gourevitch, Sahi and Sayag in [33] for k D n when n is even.

Similarly, we have a statement for the affine Grassmannian. We define j�!.E/js 2
C�1.AGrC

2k
.V //tr by pulling back by the projection map AGrC

2k
.V / ! GrC

2k
.V /.

Let dE be the measure on AGrC
2k
.V / which is built out of d�1 on GrC

2k
.V / and the

Euclidean measure on translations. Define the odd distribution

(11) x�! WD sign.�!/j�!.E/j�2n�1dE 2M�1.AGrC
2k
.V //

and the even distribution

(12) x�0 WD RessD�2n�1 j�!.E/jsCdE 2M
�1.AGrC

2k
.V //:

Theorem 7.11 The distributions x�! and x�0 are Sp.V /–invariant and x�! has full
support.

The proof is as in the linear case. In particular, there is a an even, canonically nor-
malized Sp.V /–invariant distribution x�0 WD ���C0 on AGr2k.V /, supported on the
!–degenerate subspaces.

We will need the following a priori information about the wavefront set of x�! :

Proposition 7.12 The wavefront set of x�! belongs to
S
r N
�X2kr .

Proof This is immediate from Sp.V /–invariance.
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8 The contact sphere

8.1 A Crofton basis for S 2nC1

In this section, V D R2nC2 and M D S2nC1 D PC.V /. Take � 2 PC.V / such that
T�S

2nC1D ��˝V=� . The contact hyperplane is H� D ��˝�!=� � T�PC.V /. Then
T�S

2nC1=H� D �
�˝ V=�! ' .��/˝2 Stab.�/–equivariantly. The symplectic form

on �!=� defines a form !� 2
V2
H�
�
˝ .��/˝2D

V2
H�
�
˝T�S

2nC1=H� . We remark
that the form !� is determined by the contact distribution alone, without reference to
the form ! on V ; see Example 4.4. The linear symplectic group Sp.V / acts on S2nC1

by contactomorphisms. The stabilizer of � 2 S2nC1 is easily seen to act on T�S2nC1 ,
which is a dual Heisenberg algebra, by its full group of automorphisms SpH .2nC 1/.

Now dim Sp.2nC 2/ � dim SpH .2nC 1/ D .nC 1/.2nC 3/ � .nC 1/.2nC 1/ D

2nC 2D dimS2nC1C 1, so that dim Stab.�/D dim SpH .2nC 1/C 1, and we write
Stab.�/D Sp�H .2nC1/. The kernel of the restriction homomorphism Sp�H .2nC1/!
SpH .2nC1/ consists of the linear maps that fix all v 2 �! and acts on some w 2V n�!

by w 7! wC�� for some � 2R.

Thus S2nC1DSp.2nC2/=Sp�H .2nC1/. Inspired by the analogy with the Riemannian
symmetric space presentation S2nC1D SO.2nC2/=SO.2nC1/, we look for Crofton-
type formulas for the contact valuations on the sphere.

Consider the double fibration
W

�

{{

�

""

Gr2k.V / S2nC1

where W is the partial flag manifold f.E; �/ 2 Gr2k.V /�S2nC1 W � 2Eg.

Definition 8.1 For 0 � k � n, define the generalized valuation  2k through the
Crofton formula (in the sense of Section 3.3)

 2k WD���
�.�!/D

Z
Gr2nC2�2k.V /

�.�\E/�!.E/
�2n�2 d�1.E/2V�1.S2nC1/Sp.V /:

It follows from Lemma 3.14 that  2k 2W�12k .S2nC1/. Moreover, since  2k.S2k/¤0
by Theorem 7.10 (see the computation preceding equation (14) below for its precise
value), we conclude  2k 2W�12k .S2nC1/nW�1

2kC1
.S2nC1/, and in particular all  2k

are linearly independent.
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Proposition 8.2 V�1.S2nC1/Sp.V / is spanned by �; 2; : : : ;  2n .

Proof The proof is identical to that of Theorem 6.4, with Sp.V / replacing the full
group of contactomorphisms. The proof remains valid since Sp.V / acts transitively,
with the same action of the stabilizer on the tangent space by SpH .2nC 1/.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.8. In light of Theorem 6.4 we get:

Corollary 8.3 For 0� k � n, the  2k are linear combinations of �2j for 0� j � n.
In particular,  2k is invariant under all contactomorphisms of PC.V /.

Thus we establish Theorem 1.7, except for the explicit determination of the coefficients
which is deferred to the next subsection.

It follows also that  2k.F / is well defined for subsets F �S2nC1 normally transversal
to the contact distribution. We will make use of the following lemma:

Lemma 8.4 Assume that a closed submanifold F � S2nC1 is normally transversal,
and �F WD �.F \ �/ 2 C

�1.Gr2nC2�k.V // has wavefront disjoint from WF.�!/.
Then

 2k.F /D

Z
Gr2nC2�2k.V /

�.F \E/ d�!.E/:

Proof Choose an approximate identity �� on GL.V /, and define

�� D

Z
GL.V /

g��F � ��.g/ dg 2 V1.S2nC1/:

Then
 2k.F /D lim

�!0
h 2k; ��i D lim

�!0

Z
Gr2nC2�2k.V /

��.E/ d�!.E/:

Now ��.E/ D
R

GL.V / �F .gE/��.g/ dg converges to �F 2 C
�1.Gr2nC2�2k.V //

in Hörmander’s topology on the space of generalized functions with wavefront set
contained in WF.�F /. It follows that  2k.F /D

R
Gr2nC2�2k.V /

�F .E/ d�!.E/.

8.2 Integral geometry of the contact sphere

Here we determine the coefficients in Theorem 1.7. We have two different bases of
contact-invariant valuations on the contact sphere, indexed by 0 � k � n. Namely,
we have �2k defined in terms of curvature at the contact points, and  2k given by
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Crofton integrals. Since �2k;  2k 2W�1
2k

.S2nC1/, they are related by a triangular
matrix, that is,

(13)  2k D

nX
jDk

cnkj�2j :

We will compute cn
kj

by evaluating both bases on all great spheres S2m .

Take F D S2n D S2nC1\…, where …� S2nC1 is a fixed hyperplane. It is normally
transversal. Note also that �.F \ E/ D 2 for a generic E 2 Gr2nC2�2k.R2nC2/,
that is, �F is the constant 2 on Gr2nC2�2k.R2nC2/. Thus by Lemma 8.4 we may
compute  2k.F / using the explicit Crofton formula. Denote �k Dmin.k; nC 1� k/.
By Lemma 7.9,

 2k.S
2n/D

Z
Gr2nC2�2k.R2nC2/

�.S2n\E/�!.E/
�2n�2 d�1.E/

D 2

Z
Gr2nC2�2k.R2nC2/

�!.E/
�2n�2 d�1.E/D .�1/

�k
2

�kŠ

1

.2nC 1/�k
:

Considering spheres of lower dimension, we see that  2k.S2m/D 2k.S2n/ if m� k
and zero otherwise. Thus

(14)  2k.S
2m/D

(
.�1/�k

2

�kŠ

1

.2nC1/�k
if k �m;

0 if k > m:

On the other hand, by equation (10),

�2j .S
2m/D 2

�2m
2j

�
:

We now plug those values into (13). Define the lower-triangular matrix A by A.m; j /D�
2m
2j

�
for 0 � m; j � n. Its inverse is given by A�1.j;m/ D

�
2j
2m

�
E2j�2m , where

Ei is the i th Euler (secant) number. Set bk D .�1/�k .1=�kŠ/=.2nC 1/
�k . Then

cn
kj
D bk

Pj

mDk
A�1.j;m/. In particular, cn

kk
D bk , cn

k;kC1
D bk

�
1�

�
2kC2
2

��
.

8.3 Contact curvature of convex sets

Here we prove an upper bound on the contact valuations of a convex set.

Theorem 8.5 Let K � S2nC1 be a convex subset with C 2 boundary. Then for all
0� k � n, �2k.@K/� �2k.@K0/, where K0 is the hemisphere.

Proof We will use an auxiliary complex structure, V D CnC1 , where S2nC1 is
identified with the unit sphere therein. We may assume that @K is normally transversal.
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First, let us verify that @K has exactly two contact tangent hyperplanes. Since the Euler
characteristic is �.@K/D 2, this amounts to verifying that the intersection index of
N �K and MH in PS2nC1 at every contact point is C1. We will refer to this number
as the contact index, denoted by IH .@K; x/.

Consider a sphere E D S2n � S2nC1 given by a quadratic equation in V . It is easy to
check by an explicit computation that E has exactly two contact tangent points. Since
�.E/D 2, we conclude that the contact index of E at each of those points is C1. Now
let x 2 K be a contact tangent point, and let E be the osculating sphere at x . Then
IH .@K; x/D IH .E ; x/D 1.

Next, let p 2 @K be a point where Tp@K DHp . We now project the hemisphere U
centered at p to R2nC1 D TpS2nC1 by a central projection � from the origin � ,
so that p is mapped to the origin. Clearly �.K \U/ is convex near the origin: if
K D S2nC1\C where C is a convex cone, then �.K \U/D C \TpS2nC1 . By a
standard computation and assuming p D fynC1 D 1g, the resulting contact structure
in R2nC1 is given by the contact form ˛D�dxnC1C

Pn
jD1.�yj dxj Cxj dyj /. We

will write z D�xnC1 .

We thus consider a convex body K with C 2 boundary in the contact space .R2nC1; ˛/.
We assume K is tangent to the contact distribution at the origin, which is R2nDfzD0g,
and further assume without loss of generality that K lies below it. The normal to the
contact distribution is �H D .�y1; : : : ;�yn; x1; : : : ; xn; 1/, the normal to @K is �K .
Then, by Proposition 4.22,

�2n.@K; 0/D jdet.d0�K � d0�H /j�1D.d0�K � d0�H Œ2n� 2k�; J Œ2k�/;

where d0�K ; d0�H W R2n! Te2nC1S
2n , the latter space identified with R2n . Using

the coordinates x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn on R2n we get

d0�H D

�
0 �In
In 0

�
D J:

Write also S D d0�K . Thus �2n.@K; 0/D jdet.S�J /j�1D.S�J Œ2n�2k�; J Œ2k�/D
jdet.I CSJ /j�1D.I CSJ Œ2n� 2k�; I Œ2k�/D jdet.I CSJ /j�1 tr

V2n�2k
.I CSJ /.

Note that S�0 since K is convex. Then JS and
p
SJ
p
S have the same characteristic

polynomial. The latter matrix is antisymmetric, hence the roots of its characteristic
polynomial appear in purely imaginary pairs ˙i�j for j D 1; : : : ; n. Let us write
�1; : : : ; �2n for these eigenvalues in some order. Note that for K0 , all �j D 0. Writing
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mD 2n� 2k , we ought to show that

tr
Vm

.I CSJ /�
�2n
m

�
det.I CSJ / ()

X
jT jDm

Y
t2T

.1C�t /�
�2n
m

� nY
jD1

.1C�2j /:

We will use induction on n. For nD0; 1 the verification is trivial. Partition the sum over
subsets T as S0CS1CS2 , where Sj for j D 0; 1; 2 is composed of those summands
where ˙i�1 appears j times inside f�t W t 2 T g. By the induction assumption, S0 ��
2n�2
m

�Qn
jD2.1C�

2
j /, S1 � 2

�
2n�2
m�1

�Qn
jD2.1C�

2
j / and S2 �

�
2n�2
m�2

�Qn
jD1.1C�

2
j /.

It remains to check that�2n�2
m

�
C 2

�2n�2
m�1

�
C

�2n�2
m�2

�
.1C�21/�

�2n
m

�
.1C�21/;

which clearly follows from the equality�2n�2
m

�
C 2

�2n�2
m�1

�
C

�2n�2
m�2

�
D

�2n
m

�
;

concluding the induction and the proof.

Remark 8.6 The case of equality is far from unique: any convex subset which is flat
to second order at its two contact points would have the same values of �2k .

9 Symplectic integral geometry

9.1 Symplectic space

Let us first show there is no interesting symplectic valuation theory.

Theorem 9.1 There is no Sp.2n/–invariant, translation-invariant generalized valua-
tion except for linear combinations of � and vol2n .

Proof We find all invariant k–homogeneous valuations: Let N D
�
1
2

min.k; 2n�k/
˘

be the number of multi-Kähler angles for E 2 Grk.R2n/. Since U.n/� Sp.2n/, an
Sp.2n/–invariant valuation � would also be U.n/–invariant. In particular, it is smooth
by Alesker’s theorem [3], as U.n/ acts transitively on the unit sphere. We consider
two separate cases. When k D 2l C 1 and E 2 Grk.V / is maximally nondegenerate,
there is no Stab.E/–invariant Lebesgue measure on E. Since such subspaces are dense
in Grk.V /, we conclude Kl.�/D 0, and hence � D 0.
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When kD2l , an Sp.2n/–invariant section of the Klain bundle should be proportional toˇ̌
!l jE

ˇ̌
, that is, after Euclidean trivialization it is proportional to j�.E/jD

QN
iD1 cos �i .

But by [20], the Klain section of a U.n/–invariant valuations should be given by a
symmetric polynomial of cos2 �i . Thus there can be no nontrivial Sp.2n/–invariant
valuations unless k D 0; 2n.

Remark 9.2 Instead of using the description of Bernig and Fu, one can simply notice
that

QN
iD1 cos �i 2 C.Grk.V // is not smooth, violating the smoothness of � .

Recall the distributions x�! ; x�0 2M�1.AGrC
2n�2k

.V //Sp.V / given by equations (11)
and (12).

Corollary 9.3 For 1� k � n� 1 and a smooth convex body K � V it holds thatZ
AGrC

2k
.V /

�.K \E/ d x�0.E/D 0:

Put differently, x�0 lies in the kernel of the cosine transform.

Nevertheless, we can write symplectic Crofton formulas with the oriented valuation
theory approach detailed in Appendix A. For a compact oriented C 1–submanifold with
boundary F � V of codimension 2k , set indF .E/ D I.E; F / for E 2 AGrC

2k
.V /,

which is well defined whenever E and F intersect transversally.

Lemma 9.4 For F as above, indF 2C�1.AGrC
2k
.V // and WF.indF /\N �X

2k;C
r D

∅ for all r <min.k; n� k/.

Proof Let ZDf.x;E/ Wx2Eg�V �AGrC
2k
.V / be the incidence manifold, which has

a natural orientation, and denote by � W Z!V and � W Z!AGrC
2k
.V / the obvious sub-

mersions. Consider ZF D ��1.F /, which is a C 1 oriented submanifold of Z of codi-
mension 2k . Define ıZF WD �

�ŒŒF ��D ŒŒZF ��. Note that ����ŒŒF ��2C�1.AGrC
2k
.V //,

and ����ŒŒF ��.E/D I.E; F / whenever E t F . The first statement follows. Note that
WF.ıZF /� Im.��/, and therefore also ��WF.indF /� Im.��/. As �� is injective,
the statement of the lemma would follow from Im.��/ \ ��N �X2k;Cr D f0g ()

Im.��/\N ���1X2k;Cr D f0g.

Take .x;E/ 2ZF \��1X
2k;C
r . Define zZx WD ��1.x/�Z . Then Im.��/\T �x;E D

��.T �x V / D N � zZx . Let us check that zZx and ��1X
2k;C
r intersect transversally

at .x;E/. For a tangent vector .v;„/2Tx;EZ�TxV �TE AGrC
2k
.V /, use Lemma 2.3
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to decompose „ D „x C „L with „x 2 TEZx , where Zx WD � zZx and „L 2

TEX
2k;C
r . In the product manifold V � AGrC

2k
.V / we get the equality .v;„/ D

.0;„x/ C .v;„L/. Since .0;„x/ 2 TZ while by assumption .v;„/ 2 TZ , we
conclude .v;„L/ 2 TZ . Thus Tx;EZ D Tx;E zZx C Tx;E��1X

2k;C
r and therefore

N �ZF \N
���1X

2k;C
r D f0g, concluding the proof.

Theorem 9.5 Let F � V be a C 1 compact, oriented submanifold with boundary.
Then Z

F

!k D
.�1/�

2

�n
k

��2n
2k

��1
n�
Z

AGrC
2n�2k

.V /

I.E; F / d x�!.E/;

where � Dmin.k; n� k/.

Proof Considered as a function of F , the integral on the right-hand side is a Crofton
integral as in Proposition A.1. Hence it defines a closed, 2k–form on V which is
Sp.V /–invariant. By the fundamental theorem of invariant theory, it is a multiple
of !k , that is,

(15)
Z

AGrC
2n�2k

.V /

I.E; F / d x�!.E/D C

Z
F

!k :

It remains to find the constant C. We will use a compatible Euclidean structure. Let
BW be the unit Euclidean ball in the !–positively oriented subspace W 2X2k

C
. We

will average the integral over X2k
C

with respect to the probability measure dW that
is invariant under so.2n/. For ease of computation, we replace the exponent of �!
in x�!.E/D sign �!.E/j�!.E/j�2n�1dE with the meromorphic variable s 2C and
compute, for real s which is sufficiently large so that all integrands are continuous,

As WD

Z
X2k
C

dW

Z
AGrC

2n�2k
.V /

I.E;BW / sign �!.E/j�!.E/js dE

D

Z
GrC
2n�2k

.V /

sign �!.E/j�!.E/js d�1.E/
Z
X2k
C

dW

Z
V=E

I.EC x;BW / dx:

Here the inner integral is with respect to dx , the Euclidean Lebesgue measure under
the identification V=E DE? . We may writeZ

V=E

I.EC x;BW / dx D sign �!.E/ vol2k.PrE?.BW //:

Hence,

As D

Z
GrC
2n�2k

.V /

j�!.E/j
s d�1.E/

Z
X2k
C

vol2k.PrE?.BW // dW:
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The inner integral is independent of E and can be computed using the Kubota formula:Z
Gr2n�2k.V /

vol2k.PrF?.B
2k// d�1.F /D c0 vol2k.B

2k/D c0
�k

kŠ
;

where B2k is any fixed 2k–dimensional Euclidean ball and

c0 D
h2n
2k

i
D

�2n
2k

� vol2n.B2n/
vol2k.B2k/ vol2n�2k.B2n�2k/

D

�2n
2k

��n
k

��1
:

We get

As D c0
�k

kŠ
2

Z
Œ0;1��

.�1 � � ���/
s d�1 � � � d�� D 2c0

�k

kŠ

1

.sC 1/�

and, taking s D �.2nC 1/, we conclude AD 2c0.�1/�.�k=kŠ/=.2n/� . Averaging
the right-hand side of equation (15), we get

C

Z
X
C

2k

vol.B2k/j�!.W /j dW D C
�k

kŠ

Z
Œ0;1��

�1 � � ��� d�1 � � � d�� D C
�k

kŠ2�
:

Summing up, 2c0.�k=kŠ/.�1/�=.2n/� D .�k=kŠ2�/C, so that

C�1 D .�1/�
.2n/�

2�C1c0
D
.�1/�

2

�n
k

��2n
2k

��1
n� :

Appendix A Oriented valuation theory

In this appendix we draw a common thread between valuation theory and the much
simpler theory of closed differential forms and linking integrals.

Let Xn be an oriented manifold. We will think of the closed k–forms, denoted by
Zk.X/, as smooth oriented valuations of degree k , and consider them as functions
on k–dimensional oriented submanifolds of X with boundary, given by integration:
!.A/D

R
A ! . The form is clearly determined by its value on all submanifolds, which

is analogous to the Klain embedding. Moreover, !.A/ only depends on @A.

The wedge product on Z.X/ turns it into an algebra. When X is compact, we
have Poincaré duality, namely that Zk.X/˝Zn�k.X/! Zn.X/D�n.X/! R is
nondegenerate, where the last arrow is given by

R
X .

We also consider the closed currents, which are analogous to the generalized valuations.
We will denote them by Z�1.X/. We will sometimes write Z1 instead of Z .
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Now assume X D V DRn . The translation-invariant (smooth or generalized) oriented
valuations Z˙1.V /tr are just

V
�
V � . The following construction appears in [31].

For oriented manifolds with boundary A;B � V of complementary dimensions, at
least one of which is compact, let I.A;B/ denote their intersection index. It is well
defined when A and B are in general position. Note that for a closed (as a subset)
.n�k/–dimensional submanifold E � V , I.�; E/ 2 Z�1

k
.V /.

Given a distribution �2M�1.AGrC
n�k

.V //, we define Cr.�/2Z�1
k

.V / by Cr.�/DR
AGrC

n�k
.V /

I.�; E/ d�.E/. Clearly the even measures (with respect to the orientation-
reversing map) lie in the kernel of Cr, so we restrict our attention to odd measures.

Proposition A.1 The map CrWM˙1.AGrC
n�k

.V //tr! Zk.V /tr is surjective.

Proof The GL.V /–module Zk.V /tr D
Vk
V � is irreducible. Since the Crofton map

is GL.V /–equivariant, it suffices to show Cr is nonzero. This is not hard to see, for
instance Cr.ıE � ı�E /.A/ D 2I.A;E/, where hıE ; f i D

R
V=E f .x CE/ dx on a

compactly supported test function f . For a smooth example, one could convolve with
an approximate identity on GL.V /.

The analogues of the Alesker–Poincaré and Alesker–Fourier dualities coincide in this set-
ting: The Alesker–Poincaré pairing is the wedge product

Vk
V �˝

Vn�k
V �!

Vn
V � .

The Alesker–Fourier duality operation is given by the Hodge star, �W
Vk
V � !�Vn�k

V �
��
˝
Vn
V � .

The following easy statement is the analogue for oriented valuations of the principal
kinematic formula. Due to the finite-dimensionality of the space of translation-invariant
forms, one can average over translations alone.

Let a top form voln2
Vn
V � be fixed on V . Let �2

V
�
V �˝

V
�
V �D

�V
�
V ˝

V
�
V
��

be the wedge product, that is, h� ^ �; volni D�.�; �/ for �; � 2
V
�
V .

For oriented compact manifolds with boundary A and B we write �.A;B/ WD
R
A�B �,

which can be written more explicitly by representing �D
P
!i˝!

0
i , then �.A;B/DPR

A !i
R
B !
0
i (the integrals with mismatched dimension vanish by definition). Con-

sider the kinematic operator

KV .A;B/ WD

Z
V

I.A;BC x/ dvoln.x/;

which is well defined, since the integrand is compactly supported.
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Proposition A.2 Let An�k; Bk � V be compact, oriented submanifolds with bound-
ary, of complementary dimension. Then KV .A;B/D�.A;B/.

Proof Let ŒŒB�� be the current defined by B. Then ŒB�V WD
R
V ŒŒB C x�� dvoln.x/

is translation-invariant, that is, ŒB�V 2
Vk
V . Now I.A;B/ D ŒŒA�� \ ŒŒB��, so that

KV .A;B/D ŒŒA��\ ŒB�V D voln.ŒA�V ^ ŒB�V /D�.A;B/, as claimed.

We remark that this formula is also reminiscent of the Bezout formula in complex
algebraic geometry.

Appendix B Invariant sections

We will need two technical lemmas concerning invariants of group actions.

The first goes back to Kolk and Varadarajan [39], and appeared in a form most suitable
for our needs in [19]. Let us quote the result in its simplest sufficient form.

Take a Lie group G acting on a manifold X with finitely many orbits, all locally closed
submanifolds. Let E be a G–vector bundle over X. Define for integer ˛ � 0 and a
submanifold Y �X the G–bundle F ˛Y over Y by

F ˛Y jy DEjy ˝Dens�.NyY /˝Sym˛.NyY /:

A generalized section s 2 ��1
Y

.X;E/ has a certain transversal order ˛ along Y , and a
transversal principal symbol �.s/ 2 ��1.Y; F ˛Y /. For details, see eg [9, Section 4.4].

Lemma B.1 Let Z �X be a closed G–invariant subset. Decompose into G–orbits:
Z D

SJ
jD1 Yj . Then

dim��1Z .X;E/G �

1X
˛D0

JX
jD1

dim�1.F ˛Yj /
G :

The second statement is surely well known, but we were not able to locate a reference.
For completeness, we include the proof.

Proposition B.2 Let G be a (possibly infinite-dimensional ) Lie group acting on a
manifold M n transitively, and let E be an infinite-dimensional G–bundle of Fréchet
spaces over X. Then the space of G–invariants of �1c .M; E/� is naturally isomorphic
to �1.M; E�˝j!M j/G .
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Remark B.3 In the infinite-dimensional case, we assume that every TxM admits a
basis of infinitesimal generators of 1–parametric subgroups of G. This is certainly the
case for Diff.M/, Symp.M/ and Cont.M/.

First we consider the wavefront set of the average of a distribution along a flow.

Lemma B.4 Let M be a manifold. Assume R acts on M, and let the curve C �M
be an orbit. Let � 2 C�1.M/ be a generalized function, and � 2 C1c .R/. Define
� �� WD

R
R t
�� ��.t/ dt . Then for all p 2 C we have WF.� ��/\T �pM �N

�
p C.

Proof Fix a small neighborhood V of p 2C which is R–equivariantly identified with
a neighborhood U �Rn of pD 0, with R acting by translations along the x1–axis and
C coinciding with the x1–axis. Choose a partition of unity �i on M and wj on R.
Writing �i WD �i � � , �j WD wj �� we have � ��D

P
i;j �i ��j . We may assume

that each �i has finite order, and that each  D �i ��j whose support contains p
is in fact supported inside V . Taking such  , we may write  Dˆ���1 � for some
� 2 C1c .R/ and ˆ 2 C�1c .Rn/ of order k , where �1W Rn ! R is the projection
to the first coordinate. Then the Fourier transform satisfies y .�/D ŷ .�/y�.�1/. Now
j ŷ .�/j � C.1C j�j/k while jy�.�1/j � CN .1C j�1j/�N for all N. It follows that for
all � > 0, the cone C� WD f�21 > �.�

2
2 C� � �C �

2
n/g falls outside the wavefront set of  ,

so that WF. /� f�1 D 0g. That concludes the proof.

Clearly the same statement holds also for S1–actions, and with � a generalized section
of an arbitrary R–equivariant vector bundle over M.

Proof of Proposition B.2 Take s 2 �1c .M; E/� . For � 2 �1c .M; E/ one can define
s � � 2M�1.M/ by

R
f � d.s � �/ WD s.f �/ for f 2 C1c .M/. Moreover, the map

�1c .M; E/!M�1.M/ given by � 7! s �� is G–equivariant. Fix � , and let us verify
that s � � is in fact a smooth measure. Consider a 1–parametric subgroup H � G,
which can be either R or S1 . By the Dixmier–Mallavin theorem, we may find smooth
probability measures �1; : : : ; �N 2M1c .H/ and sections  1; : : : ;  N 2 �1c .M; E/
such that

� D
X
j

Z
H

g j d�j .g/ D) s �� D
X
j

Z
H

g.s � j / d�j .g/:

It follows by Lemma B.4 that the wavefront set WF.s ��/ lies in the conormal bundle
to the orbits of H on M. Since G acts transitively, we conclude WF.s ��/D∅, that
is, s �� 2M1.M/.
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In particular, we can consider the density on every tangent plane, .s��/.x/2Dens.TxM/.
We next claim that .s � �/.x/ only depends on �.x/. Indeed, if �.x/ D 0, we may
represent � D f �  for some  2 �1c .M; E/ and fc 2 C1.M/ with f .0/ D 0.
Then .s � �/ D f � .s �  /, and thus .s � �/.x/ D 0. That is, we get an element
s.x/ 2 E�jx ˝ Dens.TxM/. By G–invariance, x 7! s.x/ is a smooth section of
E�˝j!M j, which clearly defines the same functional as s on �1c .M; E/.
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